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I. INTRODUCTION 
Humans have contact and interact with their surroundings via mobility, communication and 
monitoring. Sensory information is one necessary prerequisite for successful interaction. Lack 
of one or several functioning senses, e.g., hearing or/and vision, deteriorates the quality of 
persons’ lives. Deafness (D), blindness (B), and to a greater extent deafblindness (DB) cause 
such limitations and challenge the environment and the individual to seek out interventions 
and to organize research and development. 
 

A. Deafblindness 
The Nordic definition of DB that is applied today is: 
“Deafblindness is a distinct disability.
Deafblindness is a combined vision and hearing disability. It limits the activities of a person 
and restricts full participation in society to such a degree that society is required to facilitate 
specific services, environmental alterations and/or technology” [1-3]. 
 
The Association of the Swedish Deafblind (FSDB) divides the group of persons with DB into 
two main groups: persons with congenital DB and persons with acquired DB [1]. 
A person with congenital DB has a congenital visual impairment and hearing impairment (HI) 
or has lost both her/his vision and hearing pre-lingually, that is, before having developed any 
oral or sign language [4-6]. Congenital DB is rare (1 in 10000) and the dominating etiologies 
are infections (e.g., Rubella), genetic defects or premature birth, etc. [4-6]. People with 
congenital DB often have additional functional disabilities, e.g., autism or mental retardation. 
Acquired DB is often caused by hereditary syndromes such as Usher syndrome (US), Alström 
syndrome, Mohr-Tranebjaerg syndrome, Wolfram syndrome, Refsum syndrome. [5]. 
Approximately 50% of persons with DB have US, which is divided into three types: US I, 
US II, and US III [5, 7]. DB at a high age (>65 year) is mostly not caused by a syndrome, but 
has similar symptoms, which increase the risk of fall accidents, confusion, dementia and other 
disorders if the hearing/vision loss is not compensated for [5, 6]. 
There is no generally accepted medical definition of DB. It has been suggested, however, that 
a person with DB is a person with D or a profound HI (>95 dB HL), with B (visual acuity less 
than 6/60 in the better eye after correction, and central visual field 20° or less) [8, 9] and who 
has problems similar to those of a person with D and a person with B. 
People with DB commonly have more problems than people with D or B do, because their 
hearing and vision cannot compensate each other [6, 10-13], e.g., people with impaired vision 
can hear a car approaching, just as people with a hearing loss can see a car approaching. 
Besides personal factors, changes in environmental factors can result in increased problems 
and the person may be categorized as a person with DB, e.g., someone with D who cannot see 
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at night [3]. Included in a classification of DB using International Classification of 
Functioning, Disability and Health, ICF, [13] are the factors: body functions and structure, 
activities and participation, environmental factors, and personal factors [6, 13]. Thus, there are 
people who do not have DB according to the medical definition, but do according to ICF. 

 

1. Prevalence of DB 

In Sweden, there are 1300 (0.14 ‰ of the Swedish population) persons who acquired DB 
before 65 years of age [14]. The corresponding figure in Norway is approx. 378 (0.09 ‰), in 
Denmark 1100 (0.20 ‰) and in Finland 700 (0.13 ‰) [14]. According to The Swedish 
Handicap Institute, SHI [15], the proportion of persons with DB in Sweden (% of 1300) in 
different age groups is as follow: 0–6 year (2 %), 7–23 year (13 %), 24–49 year (10 %), 50–
65 year (8 %), 66–79 year (19 %), 80 year and older (48 %). Of the 1300 persons with DB, 
400 (31 %) were born with DB and the remaining 900 (69 %) have acquired DB. Of the 
persons with DB in Sweden, 61 % are women and 39 % men. 
The prevalence of people with DB increases with increasing age and is higher among the 
elderly (>65 year) [11, 16-19]. In Sweden, the number of persons with DB is estimated to be 
up to 21000 if persons who acquired profound hearing and vision impairment after 65 years of 
age are also included [20]. In the United States, 21% of the population has some vision and 
hearing loss by the age of seventy [21]. 
 

2. Handicap experience of persons with DB 

Persons with DB have three major functional areas that are severely impaired and that restrain 
their activities: 
Mobility: moving around in an environment and physically orienting oneself 
Communication: exchange of information 
Monitoring: getting information about ongoing surrounding activities 
Most of the focus has been on mobility and communication. Monitoring the environment is, 
however, a problem that people with DB also consider important. Monitoring will be the main 
focus of the present work. In the present context, monitoring refers to the detection, 
identification and directional perception of an event that produces sound [22, 23]. 
The handicap experience of people with DB and their strategies in relation to perception of 
events in the environment have been studied to some extent [3, 6, 10-12]. Borg et al. [10] 
showed that people with DB feel their inability to monitor the environment is a major 
problem, in addition to mobility and communication. People with DB cannot detect an 
approaching person until they smell the person’s perfume, perceive the person’s body heat or 
breath at a short distance and finally are touched by the person. This lack of information about 
events in one’s surroundings makes it difficult for persons with DB to have an overview of 
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what is happening around them; it creates difficulties in forward planning and sometimes also 
causes fear and anxiousness. Borg et al. [10] described how persons with DB can pick up 
information via vibrations, e.g., that someone is approaching or that the water is boiling. 
Using only the skin, smell and taste senses limits the degree to which the person with DB can 
get control over the situation. Thereby persons with DB may feel insecurity and fear bodily 
injury to themselves. The result is that the physical activities of people with DB are often 
highly limited [6, 10]. The participants in the study [10] showed an interest in a portable aid to 
improve their environmental control. For persons with DB with small residual vision (tunnel 
vision), directional information was important. Directional information gives the person with 
DB with tunnel vision the possibility to focus her/his small visual field in the correct direction 
of the sound and to find the sound source. 
 

B. Senses for perception of environmental events 
Here, environmental perception or monitoring means perceiving (following) both the 
occasional and ongoing events that produce sound. Environmental perception is necessary for 
prediction of the course of events during a short and long period of time. With adequate 
environmental perception, the individual’s possibility to adapt to and/or control the situation 
increases. Environmental perception of events (monitoring) can be separated into four steps in 
which the events are: 

1) perceived 
2) localized 
3) identified 
4) interpreted and reacted to 

People with “normal hearing (NH) and normal vision” can perceive/detect and localize events 
because they involuntarily or purposefully use auditory and visual monitoring. How people 
identify and interpret events depends on their earlier experiences and memories from an event 
and on the features of the situation [24-26]. Vanderveer [27] showed that adults could more 
easily identify environmental sounds than children could, because adults were more 
experienced and had a larger sound lexicon than did the children, who imitated the sound, 
e.g., “bang”, or referred to a sound from TV or TV games when they could not identify a 
given sound. 
 
When vision and hearing cannot compensate for each other (e.g., a person with DB), the skin 
senses become the most important senses for environmental monitoring, although the smell 
and taste senses also participate. The senses are not equally important for environmental 
perception, their importance depending on the maximal information flow of conscious 
perception [28] and the size of the control area of the various senses. Vision has the highest 
maximal flow of conscious perception (40 bps), followed by the hearing (30 bps) and skin 
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sense (5 bps), and lastly smell and taste (1 bps) [28]. Increasing the control area increases the 
time available to react. Vision and hearing have larger control area size than do the skin, 
smell, and taste senses, thereby they are more important for environmental perception. The 
taste and especially smell senses can also play a role in environmental perception. By 
smelling smoke you can be warned of fire and by smelling the perfume and breath of an 
approaching human, you can get information on his/her identity and possibly distance and 
direction. Taste is the least important sense for environmental information on humans in this 
context. 
 
People with normal vision/hearing can perceive and localize events, because they can see/hear 
(detect) the events that are occurring. They use their eyes to determine the shape and size of, 
e.g., a car on the road and their ears to determine the intensity of a car crash by perceiving the 
emitted energy when the event occurs [29]. Vision and hearing can partly compensate for 
each other [11, 18, 30-33]. People with B can get information about the room by listening to 
the echo of their voice or they can hear a football match on the radio [30-32]. By hearing a 
voice, you can get information about the gender and age of the speaker, even if you may not 
understand the content of the speech [34]. It is not unusual for people to flick a glass with 
their finger and listen to the reverberations to determine, for example, whether the glass is 
crystal or whether there is a crack in the glass. In an experiment by Warren and Verbugge 
[35], subjects could acoustically distinguish between glass articles that broke and those that 
bounced. Gaver [36] showed that sound could give information about the material and length 
of metal bars. Repp [34] studied how the sound from clapping hands could give information 
about the form of the hands. 
 
Besides vision and hearing, the skin senses also gives important information for 
environmental perception. Moreover, the skin sense is important for persons with normal 
vision and hearing when they are working, e.g., holding objects, sensing surface structure, 
sensing temperature, etc. Persons with B use a blind stick to orient themselves or use the skin 
sense of the finger tip to read and write using the Braille system. 
Examples of the importance of the skin (vibratory) senses can be found in the behaviour of 
animals. The star fish, named as a symbol for DB at the 14th Deafblind International World 
Conference [37], has no vision and hearing and makes contact through the skin sense, touch 
and vibrations. Franosch [38] showed how one particular frog species uses the vibratory sense 
to detect and localize its prey in the dark, while in the daylight these frogs use vision to hunt. 
When it is light, the frog hides its body under the water when hunting, positioning its eyes 
above the water. But in the dark, it hides its entire body under the water and senses the 
pressure waves, vibrations, that are produced when insects land on the water. 
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Figure 6: Threshold response for pressure (bars) and vibration (dots) as a function of body 
site. Pressure thresholds were evaluated using Frey hairs, while vibratory thresholds were 
determined using 200-Hz stimuli. From “Cutaneous Sensitivity”, by Sherrick, C.E. and R.W. 
Cholewiak in Handbook of Perception and Human Performance by K.R. Boff, L. Kaufman, 
and J.P. Thomas, Editors. 1986, Wiley-Interscience New York. Copyright 1984 by John 
Wiley & Sons, Inc. 

 
Equipment properties: contact area, skin indentation, and temperature, are some of the 
parameters affecting the vibratory perception [140-142, 151-153]. In a study by Verrillo 
[140], vibratory detection of a sinusoidal 250 Hz was 20 dB lower when the contact area was 
5.1 cm2 than when it was 0.08 cm2. 
Vibration properties: frequency, intensity, sinusoid/noise, stimulus duration, and stimulus 
rise/fall time, are important physical parameters [137, 139, 143]. 
The frequency range of the skin is smaller (up to 1000 Hz) than the frequency range of 
hearing (20–20000 Hz). Verillo [154] and Ranjbar et al. (see Study II) showed that the 
frequency range of the vibratory sense at the thenar eminence, one of the most sensitive parts 
of the body, is up to 1000 Hz and the vibratory sensitivity threshold has a U form, which 
means that sensing a vibration at 100 Hz or 600 Hz requires a higher amplitude (about 20 dB) 
than does sensing a vibration at 300 Hz. 
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The frequency range is one of several parameters limiting the sensitivity of the skin. Some 
other common parameters for hearing and skin senses, which are important for identification 
of environmental sounds, will be compared below. 

F. Comparison of the hearing sense and skin senses 
Hearing and the skin senses have different frequency ranges (the range of stimulus 
frequencies the hearing or skin senses are able to detect) and frequency discrimination (the 
difference between two frequencies, f/f, as determined by two consecutive signals) [117, 
134, 155, 156]. Hearing and the skin senses also have different frequency resolution 
properties (the difference between two frequencies presented simultaneously) [157, 158]. 
Intensity range and temporal resolution or gap detection are some of the other another 
parameters that are different for hearing and skin senses [116, 139, 143]. Some of these 
parameters and their values for hearing and the skin are summarized in Table I. 
 

Table I: Comparison of the value of different properties in hearing sense and skin senses.

Property Hearing Skin 

Frequency range 20-20000 Hz 0-up to 1000 Hz 

Frequency discrimination 0.3% 30% 

Frequency resolution 10% The frequencies must be in the sensitivity range of 
the four different mechanoreceptors, e.g., one must 
be below 35 Hz and the other one above 35 Hz. 

Intensity range, dynamic range 115 dB 55 dB 

Temporal resolution 3 ms Approx. 10 ms 

 
The values are approximate and depend on different parameters: condition, subject, and 
equipment. The sounds must be processed with respect to these parameters, characteristic 
acoustic features of the sounds, and the perceptual ability of the skin senses as the input 
channel. 
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G. Environmental sounds, methods for identification 
Different expressions are used to refer to “environmental sounds”, for example daily sounds, 
familiar sounds, general sounds, background sounds, surrounding sounds or natural sounds, 
but the most common term is environmental sound [159]. 
Vanderveer [27] stated that environmental sounds ”have real events as their sources” and are: 

“caused by motions in the ordinary human environment” 
“more complex than laboratory sinusoids” 
“meaningful, in the sense that they specify events in the environment” 
“not part of a communication system, or if communication sounds, they are taken in 
their literal rather than signal or symbolic interpretations”. 

 
The acoustic features, both temporal and spectral, of environmental sounds have been 
extensively studied [27, 34-36, 160-166]. Gygi et al. [162] asked four persons to identify 70 
environmental sounds (sampled at 44100 Hz) where he had limited the spectral information of 
the sounds by filtering. The general conclusion was that the frequency range of 1200–2400 Hz 
was most important for identification of environmental sounds, listeners could identify the 
sounds even when they were severely filtered; i.e., the identification scores of subjects were 
over 50% for high-pass filtered sounds at a cutoff frequency of 8000 Hz, and low-pass filtered 
sounds with a cutoff frequency of 300 Hz. On the basis of temporal pattern alone, about half 
of the environmental sounds were identifiable [162]. 
 
People with D/DB obviously have difficulties perceiving the information carried by 
environmental sounds. An aid for improvement of environmental sound perception may be 
based on either of two principles: Objective identification (or automatic identification, where 
the computer capacity is mainly used to identify the sounds) and subjective identification (in 
which the mental capacity of the subject is mainly used). 
In automatic identification, the identity of the sound is determined by computer programs and 
presented to the subject as, e.g., symbols, Braille or Morse code. 
Automatic identification is achieved in different steps in sequence and requires a database 
including different examples of the objects to be identified, categorized, or classified based on 
similarity of features (see Figure 7). “An object is categorized as an A and not a B if it is more 
similar to A’s best representation (its “prototype”) than it is to B’s” as cited from Goldstone 
[167]. 
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Figure 7: Sequence for objective/automatic identification. 

 
As shown in Figure 7, first the signal (sound) is registered, analysed (using a feature 
extraction analysis method), classified (using different statistical methods), and then 
identified. One example of an automatic classification/identification method is an Artificial 
Neural Network [164]. 
After classification, the class/identity of the sound can be presented (see Figure 7) to the 
person with DB as, e.g., symbols or Morse code. 
Automatic identification of sounds has some disadvantages, such as: 
Encoding requires a database, sound library, including at least one variant of every sound 
(practically it is impossible) to enable comparison, recognition and identification of the class 
of the detected sound. Finding the best matching sound in the database takes time. 
The sensory capacity of the person with DB is not fully used for analysing the vibratory signal 
and identifying the corresponding sound. 
The person with DB must learn to interpret the encoded identity, which also may be difficult. 
Computer programs may identify the sounds incorrectly, particularly when the signal has 
noise interference. 
 
In subjective identification of sounds, where the sensory/mental capacity of the subject is 
mainly used, the signal, the sound produced by events, is transformed, processed and adapted 
to the vibratory range of the skin in an optimal way. The person senses the represented 
vibrations and identifies the corresponding event. The subjective approach may be expected to 
require less computer capacity, and it is likely to be easier to implement in a small portable 
monitoring aid. Therefore, the subjective approach was chosen to be used in the present study 
in the development of a monitoring aid for persons with DB. 
 

H. Monitoring aids 
People with DB with small residual hearing (see Figure 3) do not benefit from conventional 
HAs for speech perception. They may, on the other hand, be able to utilize environmental 
sounds transformed to their small hearing frequency range [59, 62, 63, 168]. People with DB 
with no residual hearing can have environmental sounds transformed to match the properties 

Signal Feature extraction Classification Identified class

Statistical method 

Identified object, 
sound, picture, 

event, … 

Data base 
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of their vibratory cutaneous receptors. As information channels for environmental events 
(sounds), small residual hearing or the vibratory sense has less capacity, a smaller frequency 
range, and a poorer frequency and intensity selectivity than does NH capacity. Therefore, the 
features that carry crucial information and that make identification of events easier must be 
identified and then transformed to suit the remaining hearing or vibratory sense (see Figure 8). 
The transformed signal should include the properties of the original signal the person needs to 
practice identifying the event corresponding to the vibration. 
 

 

Figure 8: Schematic figure illustrating the principles for an aid for environmental 
monitoring and improvement of control. 

 
As illustrated in Figure 8, the sounds produced by events are picked up by the microphone(s), 
sent to the computer/processor for processing, then sent to the hearing aid (HA) and or 
vibratory aid (VA), and finally presented to the individual who senses the processed signal, 
sound/vibration and reacts/does not react to the events in the environment. 
Three microphones are required to determine the direction of the sound [22, 169]. The 
number of vibrators can vary depending on the presented information. For example, one 
vibrator can be used to present a signal that allows identification of sounds and one or two 
vibrators to present the direction of the sounds. 
 

I. SP methods 
SP methods (using algorithms, calculation methods) are mathematical applications that 
operate on signals or analyse signals in order to perform useful operations on the signals 
[170]. There are different fields in which SP methods are used. In the present study, our aim is 
to compensate for the hearing loss (audio field) of persons with D/DB by using HAs for 
persons with residual hearing or VAs for persons with DB who do not benefit from any type 
of HA. Some common SP principles within the audio field are amplification, transposition, 
modulation (frequency modulation, amplitude modulation), filtering, compression, denoising. 
The different principles often occur in combination. 
When processing sound in a HA for a person with HI, some parameters – e.g., the subject’s 
audiogram (frequency range, dynamic range,...), the properties and design of the aid, etc. – 
must be considered. Also when encoding the sound in a VA, it is important to control the 
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Table II: The label and length in seconds of the environmental sounds used in the 
experiments. 

Environmental sound Environmental sound 
Doorbell (16 s) Toilet flushing twice (20 s) 

Stream murmur (22 s) Rain hitting window (20 s) 

Dripping water (15 s) Boiling water (18 s) 

Heavy traffic (28 s) Tractor comes, stops and idling (10 s) 

Car signalling a few times (9 s) Loudspeaker announcement (22 s) 

Barking dog (17 s) Someone walking on gravel (22 s) 

Wave (30 s) Cutlery clatter (30 s) 

People laughing (21 s) Noise from breeze (22 s) 

Bird song (23 s) Spectator excitement (21 s) 

Thunder followed by rain (26 s) House alarm 13 s) 

Train which slows down and drives past (24 s) Copier (24 s) 

A person sneezing (3 s) Restaurant buzz (24 s) 

Motorcycle passing (7 s) Keyboard (23 s) 

Bicycle bell (5 s) Cutting wood (18 s) 

Signal from ice-cream car (15 s) Cat meowing (7 s) 

Two men talking (16 s) Signal at crossing (19 s) 

Telephone signalling several times (16 s) Hammer-blow (16 s) 

Door opening and closing (13 s) Opening champagne twice (21 s) 

Frying bacon (16 s) Riding horse (26 s) 

Water running from tap (14 s) Hiccup (13 s) 

Coffee maker (14 s) Cow mooing (9 s) 

Washing machine washing (17 s)  Helicopter (10 s) 

Vacuum cleaner (14 s)  
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2. Study IV 

The test stimuli in Study IV were 12 sounds from events often occurring in a home 
environment and five sounds often occurring in a traffic environment (see Table III). In 
traffic, the sounds from the events came from different directions. 
The sounds were chosen on the basis of studies by Borg et al. [10] and Ranjbar et al. (Study 
I). Most of the sounds had been rated by persons with DB as representing important 
environmental events as well as by the authors as a relevant sample of ecologically valid 
environmental events (sounds). 
 
Table III: Sounds from events used in the tests in a home and in a traffic environment.

Home environment Traffic environment 
Water running A car driving from left/right to right/left 

Coffee maker A signalling bike moving from left/right to right/left 

One person talking on the radio A talking person walking from left/right to right/left 

Microwave oven A person running from left/right to right/left 

Vacuum cleaner A moped driving from left/right to right/left 

Doorbell signalling twice and someone opening and closing 
the door 

Telephone signalling four times 

Telephone signalling twice and then someone talking 

Fire alarm 

Opening and closing the door to the kitchen 

Toilet flushing 

Electric hand mixer 
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C. SP algorithms 
The 45 environmental sounds were processed using eight different basic algorithms (see 
Table IV), which were developed based on three principles: transposition (TRHA, TR1/3, and 
TR), modulation (AM, AMFM, and AMMC) and filtering (EQ). Algorithm NP, where the 
original sounds are presented non-processed, is used as the reference. To extract the envelope 
in Algorithm TR1/3, AM, AMFM, and AMMC, the sounds were rectified and low-pass 
filtered at a cutoff frequency of 10 Hz. 
 
Table IV: SP principles and algorithms with short descriptions used in different studies. 
Algorithm NP, where the signals are original and non-processed, is used as the reference in 
Study II. 

Principle Algorithm Description Study

TRHA 
TRansposing the (8-24) frequency components with 
the Highest Amplitude in the range 100–8000 Hz to 
the range 30–800 Hz 

I, II, III, IV 

TR1/3 

TRansferring the sum of the (6-24) complex 
frequency components within every 1/3 octave 
within the range 100–8000 Hz to the range 200–
800 Hz 

I, II, III 
Transposition

TR TRansposing the frequency range 1200–2400 Hz to 
100–700 Hz I, II 

AM Amplitude Modulation of a 250 Hz carrier wave I, II, III, IV 

AMFM AMplitude and Frequency Modulation of a 250 Hz 
carrier wave I, II, III Modulation

AMMC Amplitude Modulation with Multiple (6) Channels I, II, III, IV 

Filtering EQ Filtering using the threshold of the vibratory sense 
(Equalizer) II

 NP No Processing, original sounds presented II

 
In Study I, Algorithm TRHA, TR1/3, TR, AM, AMFM, and AMMC were used to process the 
test sounds. 
In Study II, Algorithm TRHA, TR1/3, TR, AM, AMFM, AMMC, EQ, and NP were used to 
process the test sounds. Algorithm NP, where the sounds were non-processed, was used as the 
reference. Algorithm TRHA, TR1/3, TR, AMFM, and AMMC (alternative 1, Alt 1) were also 
combined with EQ and the signals were thereby also adapted (A) to vibratory thresholds of 
the skin tested as separate algorithms (alternative 2, Alt 2). In total 13 algorithms were used in 
Study II. 
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algorithms were developed for, and the vibrations were therefore distorted. Despite the 
simplification of the algorithms, the results were considerably above the chance level. 
 

D. SP methods 
The algorithms were developed to rely on the sensory processing (mental) capacity of the 
subject and not on the computer’s capacity for automatic identification. In some cases (TRHA 
in Study III, and IV, and TR1/3 in Study III), due to insufficient computer capacity, the 
number of filters and carrier frequencies was decreased. Still the identification scores varied 
between 33% and 83% after only one session of training in Study IV. Using automatic 
identification would require considerably more computer capacity and the results would still 
be limited, as automatic identification is based on statistical methods and probabilities. 
The SP algorithms were developed using the principles of transposing, modulating, and 
filtering, which preserved the most important spectral and temporal features of the 
environmental sounds. The choice of algorithms was based on results from several studies 
[131, 162, 163], specifying the importance of different acoustical features for identification of 
environmental sounds and the sensitivity properties of hearing and the skin. The algorithms 
differed in parameters such as the covered spectrum range, the bandwidth, fixed frequency 
components, number of carrier frequencies, and temporal information. 
Algorithm TRHA, TR1/3, AM, AMFM, AMMC, and NP covered the whole spectrum of the 
ambient sounds (input spectrum). The output signals from NP had the largest bandwidth, but 
lower scores than the transposing and modulating algorithms. The results of NP were lower 
even after excluding the sounds with high frequency components, which were difficult to 
sense using the skin. Thus, covering the whole input spectrum and having a wide output 
bandwidth are not enough for a successful device. The presented information must be 
detectable using the residual hearing or the skin (the frequencies must be in the sensitivity 
range of the hearing and skin) and possible to discriminate ( f/f>0.3% for hearing, and 

f/f>30% for the skin). Both in auditory and vibratory tests, the transposing Algorithm TRHA 
and TR1/3, covering the whole input spectrum, had better identification results than did 
Algorithm TR, which covered only part of the input spectrum (1200-2400 Hz). The 
modulating Algorithm AM, AMFM, and AMMC also covered the whole spectrum, but they 
had different numbers of carrier frequencies. In the auditory test, the modulating algorithms 
had significantly lower identification scores than did the transposing algorithms, but in the 
vibratory tests they were equally good. The number of carrier frequencies in Algorithm 
AMMC was higher than in Algorithm AM and AMFM, and AMMC also had better auditory 
identification scores than did Algorithm AM and AMFM, but equally good vibratory scores. 
The differences can be explained by the fact that the skin sense has lower frequency 
discrimination and resolution than the hearing sense does. After long-term training, both 
auditory and vibratory identification results show more improvement for algorithms with 
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several (about 4-8) carrier frequencies (TRHA, TR1/3, and AMMC) than for algorithms with 
a single carrier frequency (AM, and AMFM), since they carry more information from the 
input signal [191-193]. Training is a significant factor for improvement of results [184, 194-
198]. The acoustical information in Algorithm AM and AMFM can be increased by choosing 
a higher cutoff frequency (e.g., 30 Hz as used by Spens and Plant [120]) than 10 Hz used in 
this study to extract the envelope. The choice of 10 Hz was based on the fact that a spectral 
analysis of the envelope of sounds used in this study showed that most of the energy in the 
spectrum of the envelope was in the range below about 10 Hz for the vast majority of sounds 
(90%). 
Selecting the frequency components with the highest energy, as in the transposing Algorithm 
TRHA, resulted in high identification scores. The algorithm also had high identification 
scores when adding noise, which can be explained by the fact that the frequencies with the 
highest amplitude had the highest amplitude even after the noise was added. The disadvantage 
of the algorithm is the varying transposed frequencies. They can be different from time to 
time depending of other simultaneous sounds. 
The transposing Algorithm TR1/3 also carried the most important features, spectral and 
temporal information. The number of frequency components in TRHA and the 1/3 octaves in 
TR1/3 were decreased in Study III because the portable vibrator was narrow band and unable 
to deliver high frequencies. The number of carrier frequencies was decreased additionally in 
Study IV due to limitations in computer capacity. Algorithm TR1/3 was modified in Study III, 
Exp. 2 and 3, and in Study IV. The frequency spacing was increased from f 30 Hz to 

f/f 30%, also resulting in carrier frequencies higher than 500 Hz. The frequencies above 
500 Hz (570, 740, and 960 Hz) were difficult to sense and resolve using the skin. The 
dynamic range of the portable vibrator was limited and could not deliver the high frequency 
vibrations at sufficient intensity; moreover, the sensitivity of the skin is low at high 
frequencies. The carrier frequencies were modulated by 50% deviation to spread the 
information to the overlapping bands to be detected by the different mechanoreceptors, but 
still the identification scores were lower in Study III, Exp. 2 and 3. The information presented 
using the carrier frequencies below 500 Hz was poor (the spectral information below 1200 Hz 
was transposed using carrier frequencies below 500 Hz); for this reason, the identification 
results were lower in Exp. 2 and 3 than in Exp. 1. 
In Algorithm AMFM, the carrier was frequency modulated to emphasize the temporal 
variations, and in TR1/3 in Study III it was frequency modulated to spread the information to 
different bands and to avoid pronounced low frequency interference patterns. Frequency 
modulation seems to have no positive effects on the scores. 
Algorithm AMMC, like Algorithm TRHA and TR1/3, had good properties and can be 
assumed to be a good alternative algorithm for implementation in a VA. They covered the 
whole input spectrum and thereby every sound could be detected; they had a sufficient 
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number of carrier frequencies even for understanding speech [192], good results even when 
noise was added, and the output signal from each filter can be sent to separate vibrators. 
 

E. The design of monitoring aids for persons with residual low 
frequency hearing or D/DB 
The algorithms in Study I were developed to be implemented in a HA for persons with 
residual hearing (frequency range up to 1000 Hz), and in Study III-IV they were developed to 
be implemented in a VA for persons with D/DB without residual hearing. In a comparison of 
the performance of the algorithms in the auditory and vibratory tests, we have to note that in 
Study I the subjects had NH and probably had better frequency discrimination and resolution 
than a person with sensorineural HI [199, 200]. 
The transposing algorithms, which had more frequency components than the modulating 
algorithms, had significantly better auditory identification scores than the modulating 
algorithms did, but the difference was lower for vibratory identification scores, which is 
compatible with the higher frequency discrimination of the hearing compared to the skin 
sense. The number of frequency components can be decreased down to 3 frequencies if the 
subject has low hearing/vibratory frequency discrimination [173, 201, 202]. 
The median value of identification scores for Algorithm AM (which carried only the temporal 
pattern) in auditory tests, when subjects were more experienced (46%, see Figure 12), was 
almost equal to the scores in vibratory tests (39%, see Table V), when the subjects had no 
reference and had not received any feedback. The high identification scores in vibratory tests 
using AM confirm that the skin senses are more or equally sensitive to the temporal pattern 
than the hearing sense is [134]. Thus, when developing SP aids for persons with HI, the focus 
should be on spectral information, while for VAs the focus should be on temporal 
information. To increase temporal information, the envelope can be low-pass filtered at a 
cutoff frequency higher than 10 Hz, e.g., 30 or 50 Hz [138, 143]. A signal processing method 
with several carrier frequencies with a frequency separation of more than 30% ( f/f > 30%) 
would not worsen the vibratory identification results, as the results for Algorithm TRHA, 
TR1/3, and AMMC were as good as those for AM. Algorithms with several carrier 
frequencies, such as AMMC, include more auditory (spectral) information than AM, therefore 
they would be expected to result in better identification scores after training [184, 196, 203]. 
 

F. Comparison with existing monitoring aids 
Like other communication aids, HAs, VAs, CI, BAHA, and etc., the monitoring aid 
developed here, “ Monitor”, has a detecting part, a processing part, and a presentation part. 
On the other hand, it differs significantly from other aids with respect to the most important 
part, the signal processing part. 
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VI. FUTURE RESEARCH 
A HA using Algorithm TRHA, TR1/3, AM, and AMMC has to be further developed and 
evaluated by people with D/DB people who have low frequency residual hearing. 
The VA developed in the present study has been tested and evaluated in a controlled 
environment during a limited time period by deaf persons. The next step may involve 
evaluation of the aid by people with DB during a longer time period in everyday life. It would 
be interesting to test algorithms using subject with different gender, children, and subjects 
older than 65 years of age. Like many other aids, the monitoring aid must be individualized 
by, e.g., implementing the algorithm best suited to the subject and with parameter fitting 
subject’s individual vibratory sensitivity capacity or hearing capacity (as in conventional HAs 
programmed based on the subject’s hearing capacity). The aid can be designed according to 
the subject’s wishes, by, e.g., using eye glasses instead of the headband or not using the 
option for direction sensitivity, or by using several vibrators instead of one if Algorithm 
TR1/3 or AMMC is used, or by changing the placement of the identification vibrator, etc. 
Two alternative uses of the aid are possible: one for identification of sounds only, the other 
for both identification and directional recognition of sounds. 
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The focus of the present processing is on environmental sounds and not on speech, as in 
conventional aids. People using conventional aids detect and identify the environmental 
sounds as a side effect, even if the signal processing methods have been developed for speech. 
The algorithms can easily be implemented in a HA for persons who do not receive any benefit 
from the aid for speech perception [62]. The resulting frequency range can also easily be 
modified, e.g., for persons who only have some residual hearing in the high frequency range. 
A direct comparison of the present algorithms (designed for environmental sounds) and 
conventional algorithms (designed for speech) would be interesting. 
The signal processing methods showed relatively high scores (33%-83% in Study IV in home 
environment) after only one session of training, without any access to a sound list, and no 
feedback. The average score of Tactaid VII was 65% when evaluated by Reed and Delhorne, 
where profoundly deaf subjects had received 600 training trials, got correct-answer feedback 
and had access to a sound list [204]. However, it is difficult to compare the results of different 
tactile aids, since they are evaluated under different conditions. 
The monitoring aid detects all sounds and is not limited to sounds in specific places from 
specific sources as the VA Tactum lynx is [205]. Tactum is shaped as a watch, which via 
various vibrations and symbols directs the user’s attention to up to seven different events, e.g., 
baby crying, phone signal, door signal, fire alarm, awakening alarm, etc. One or several 
amplifiers for each Tactum are located at each source. 
The monitoring VA has a flexible design, which has been suggested to be an important 
feature for the user of the aid [10, 206]. The aid has one optional part, directional recognition, 
which can be used or not used without affecting the identification part. Three microphones, 
which are needed to determine the direction of the sound, can be imbedded in a headband or 
eyeglasses and follow the direction of the head and ears. 
There are several possibilities for designing the identification part as well. For example, the 
vibrator can be placed in the chest pocket to transmit the ongoing vibrations continuously. To 
perceive the vibrations better, the subject can place her/his hand (which is more sensitive to 
vibrations than the chest) on the vibrator. The vibrator can be hidden and protected under a 
bracelet, or on a pacifier or feeding bottle for babies. 
In such cases, when the size and power supply of the aid is not a limiting factor, e.g. if the 
subject is in a wheelchair, one larger (thereby wideband) vibrator or several small vibrators 
can be used (as in Tactaid VII) to present the outputs from each filter in, e.g., Algorithm 
TRHA, TR1/3, AMMC, or AMMC(A). 
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several (about 4-8) carrier frequencies (TRHA, TR1/3, and AMMC) than for algorithms with 
a single carrier frequency (AM, and AMFM), since they carry more information from the 
input signal [191-193]. Training is a significant factor for improvement of results [184, 194-
198]. The acoustical information in Algorithm AM and AMFM can be increased by choosing 
a higher cutoff frequency (e.g. 30 Hz as used by Spens and Plant [120]) than 10 Hz used in 
this study to extract the envelope . The choice of 10 Hz was based on the fact that a spectral 
analysis of the envelope of sounds used in this study showed that most of the energy in the 
spectrum of the envelope was in the range below about 10 Hz for the vast majority of sounds 
(90%). 
Selecting the frequency components with the highest energy, as in the transposing Algorithm 
TRHA, resulted in high identification scores. The algorithm also had high identification 
scores when adding noise, which can be explained by the fact that the frequencies with the 
highest amplitude had the highest amplitude even after the noise was added. The disadvantage 
of the algorithm is the varying transposed frequencies. They can be different from time to 
time depending of other simultaneous sounds. 
The transposing Algorithm TR1/3 also carried the most important features, spectral and 
temporal information. The number of frequency components in TRHA and the 1/3 octaves in 
TR1/3 were decreased in Study III because the portable vibrator was narrow band and unable 
to deliver high frequencies. The number of carrier frequencies was decreased additionally in 
Study IV due to limitations in computer capacity. Algorithm TR1/3 was modified in Study III, 
Exp. 2 and 3, and in Study IV. The frequency spacing was increased from ∆f≈30 Hz to 
∆f/f≈30%, also resulting in carrier frequencies higher than 500 Hz. The frequencies above 
500 Hz (570, 740, and 960 Hz) were difficult to sense and resolve using the skin. The 
dynamic range of the portable vibrator was limited and could not deliver the high frequency 
vibrations at sufficient intensity; moreover, the sensitivity of the skin is low at high 
frequencies. The carrier frequencies were modulated by 50% deviation to spread the 
information to the overlapping bands to be detected by the different mechanoreceptors, but 
still the identification scores were lower in Study III, Exp. 2 and 3. The information presented 
using the carrier frequencies below 500 Hz was poor (the spectral information below 1200 Hz 
was transposed using carrier frequencies below 500 Hz); for this reason, the identification 
results were lower in Exp. 2 and 3 than in Exp. 1. 
In Algorithm AMFM, the carrier was frequency modulated to emphasize the temporal 
variations, and in TR1/3 in Study III it was frequency modulated to spread the information to 
different bands and to avoid pronounced low frequency interference patterns. Frequency 
modulation seems to have no positive effects on the scores. 
Algorithm AMMC, like Algorithm TRHA and TR1/3, had good properties and can be 
assumed to be a good alternative algorithm for implementation in a VA. They covered the 
whole input spectrum and thereby every sound could be detected; they had a sufficient 
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The results for subjects of different age (adults, children) and gender (female/male) were also 
compared. When testing Algorithm TR and AMMC, adults had significantly (p<0.05, 
Wilcoxon) better results than the children did. There were no significant differences between 
the results for females and males. 
 
In summary algorithms based on the transposing principle were superior to those based on the 
modulating principle. Adult subjects had better results than children but there were no clear 
difference between females and males. 
 

B. Study II 
The average vibratory threshold measured at the frequencies 25, 40, 80, 150, 250, 350, 450, 
700 and 1000 Hz at the thenar eminence is shown in Figure 13. 
 

 

Figure 13: The average vibratory threshold of 19 subjects with D or profound HI, measured 
at the frequencies 25, 40, 80, 150, 250, 350, 450, 700 and 1000 Hz at the thenar eminence 

SDx ± . The contact area was 0.32 cm2. 

 
The mean vibratory detection thresholds are similar to the values shown by Verrillo [140]. 
The vibratory identification results for sounds processed using the adapted version of 
Algorithm TRHA, TR1/3, TR, AMFM, and AMMC showed that the corresponding basic 
algorithms had better scores than their adapted versions, and the difference was significant 
(p<0.007, Wilcoxon) for Algorithm TR1/3 and AMFM. 
The basic algorithms were compared separately and as groups (principles): transposing (mean 
value of identification scores of TRHA, TR1/3, and TR), modulating (mean of AM, AMFM, 
and AMMC), filtering (EQ), and No Processing (NP). 
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Appendix III: Drawing of the kitchen where the tests at a home environment in Study IV 
were conducted. The numbers 1-12 show the placement of the corresponding occurred event.

 
1=Water running 
2=Coffee maker 
3=One person talking on the radio 
4=Microwave oven 
5=Vacuum cleaner 
6=Doorbell signalling twice and someone opening and closing the door 
7=Telephone signalling four times 
8=Telephone signalling twice and then someone talking 
9=Fire alarm 
10=Opening and closing the door to the kitchen 
11=Toilet flushing 
12=Electric hand mixer
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Appendix VII: Sequence of events tested by a subject in the traffic environment test. 

No. Event Vibratory status Detection (Y/N) Identification 
1 A moped driving from right to left on   
2 A talking person walking from left to right on   
3 A car driving from left to right on   
4 A talking person walking from right to left off   
5 A person running from right to left on   
6 A car driving from right to left off   
7 A car driving from right to left on   
8 A car driving from left to right off   
9 A moped driving from right to left off   

10 A car driving from right to left on   
11 A signalling bike moving from right to left on   
12 A car driving from left to right on   
13 A person running from left to right on   
14 A car driving from left to right off   
15 A car driving from right to left off   
16 A car driving from right to left on   
17 A car driving from right to left on   
18 A moped driving from left to right on   
19 A talking person walking from right to left on   
20 A car driving from left to right on   
21 A moped driving from left to right off   
22 A car driving from left to right on   
23 A car driving from left to right off   
24 A talking person walking from left to right off   
25 A car driving from right to left off   
26 A signalling bike moving from left to right on   
27 A car driving from left to right off   
28 A signalling bike moving from right to left off   
29 A person running from right to left off   
30 A signalling bike moving from left to right off   
31 A car driving from left to right on   
32 A car driving from right to left off   
33 A car driving from right to left off   
34 A car driving from left to right off   
35 A person running from left to right off   
36 A car driving from right to left on   
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Abstract
The goal of the present study was to compare six
transposing signal-processing algorithms based on differ-
ent principles (Fourier-based and modulation based), and
to choose the algorithm that best enables identification of
environmental sounds, i.e. improves the ability to monitor
events in the surroundings. Ten children (12�15 years)
and 10 adults (21�33 years) with normal hearing listened
to 45 representative environmental (events) sounds pro-
cessed using the six algorithms, and identified them in
three different listening experiments involving an increas-
ing degree of experience. The sounds were selected based
on their importance for normal hearing and deaf-blind
subjects. Results showed that the algorithm based on
transposition of 1/3 octaves (fixed frequencies) with large
bandwidth was better (pB0.015) than algorithms based
on modulation. There was also a significant effect of
experience (pB0.001). Adults were significantly
(pB0.05) better than children for two algorithms. No
clear gender difference was observed. It is concluded that
the algorithm based on transposition with large band-
width and fixed frequencies is the most promising for
development of hearing aids to monitor environmental
sounds.

Sumario
El objetivo del presente estudio fue comparar seis
algoritmos de procesamiento de señales transpuestas,
basadas en diferentes principios (de Fourier o de mod-
ulación) y la selección del algoritmo que mejor permite la
identificación de sonidos ambientales, p.ej., mejorando la
habilidad para monitorear eventos en los alrededores.
Diez niños (12�15 años) y 10 adultos (21�33 años) con
audición normal, escucharon 45 sonidos (eventos) repre-
sentativos del ambiente usando los seis algoritmos y los
identificaron en tres diferentes experimentos de audición,
involucrando un grado cada vez mayor de experiencia.
Los sonidos fueron seleccionados con base en su im-
portancia para sujetos normo-oyentes y sordos-ciegos.
Los resultados muestran que el algoritmo basado en la
transposición de 1/3 de octava (frecuencias fijas) con gran
amplitud de banda fue mejor (pB0.015) que los algor-
itmos basados en la modulación. También se vio un
efecto significativo de la experiencia (pB0.001). Los
adultos respondieron significativamente mejor (pB0.05)
que los niños con los dos algoritmos. No se observó una
clara diferencia de género. Se concluye que el algoritmo
que se basa en la transposición con gran amplitud de
banda y frecuencias fijas, es el más promisorio para el
desarrollo de auxiliares auditivos que permitan monitor-
ear los sonidos ambientales.

In sensorineural hearing impairment, the transduction process is

often most impaired at the basal part of the basilar membrane,

where high frequencies are represented. The impairment is often

so extensive that pure amplification of the sound does not

improve hearing. In order to use the limited residual hearing of

hearing-impaired persons optimally, sounds, foremost speech,

can be transposed to a functioning cochlear segment.

Frequency transposition means that the original signal is

shifted to another frequency range, usually to the low frequen-

cies. The first frequency-transposing hearing aid was developed

by Johansson in 1954 with the purpose of making audible those

fricative speech sounds that have most of their energy in the

frequency range 3000�6000 Hz. Because the sound was distorted

as a result of the frequency transposition, the hearing-impaired

subjects needed a long training time to achieve improved speech

perception ability. Training and motivation were crucial to the

improvement of speech perception ability (Johansson 1961).

Bennet and Bayers (1967) transposed the sound proportion-

ally by decreasing the playback speed to 90%, 80%, 70%, and

60% of normal, respectively. The mean speech discrimination

score increased from 76% correct at the normal playback speed

to 84% at playback with 80% of the normal speed. For the other

speeds, 90%, 70%, and 60% of normal, speech perception scores

decreased. The method was not feasible for communication in

real time, because playback required more time than did natural

speech.

Another method (Ling 1968) was based on amplification of

the signal in the frequency range 70�700 Hz. Further, informa-

tion in the range 2000�3000 Hz was transposed to the range

750�1000 Hz and represented by five tones. Even this method

resulted in an improvement in speech perception after training.

The FRED (frequency recoding device) system was developed

by Velmans (1984). Using this system, frequencies in the range

4000�8000 Hz were transposed down to the range 0�4000 Hz by

subtracting 4000 Hz from the original sound. The resultant

signal was added to the original signal. Using this method, the

identification of consonants by subjects who had residual low-

frequency hearing increased from 10.9% to 29.7% without

training.

Transonic FT-40 is a transposing hearing aid developed by

Rosenhouse (1990). The signal processing is based on an analysis

of the speech signal. If the maximum of energy is in the range

above 2500 Hz, which indicates the presence of a consonant, the

signal is transposed to lower frequencies by a factor of four.

Otherwise, the signal indicates the presence of a vowel and the

signal is transposed to a lower frequency range by a factor of
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two. The method was tested on a child with low frequency

hearing (up to 1000 Hz) who showed improvement in speech

perception. Previously inaudible sounds, including environmen-

tal sounds, became audible using this method.

Turner and Hurtig (1999) frequency transposed speech by

factors of 0.9, 0.8, 0.7, 0.6, and 0.5 and compared these to

unprocessed speech (only high-frequency amplification) in

15 sensorineural hearing impaired subjects (16 ears). The results

showed that proportional frequency transposition improved

speech perception significantly. High-frequency amplification

of the speech was, however, still more effective.

New powerful computer technology has also been used for the

development of new transposing hearing aids (Kates, 1994;

Simpson et al, 2005, 2006). Simpson et al, 2005 shifted and

amplified the frequencies above 1600 Hz by a factor of 0.6 and

amplified the frequencies lower than 1600 Hz without shifting.

In a comparison of frequency-transposing hearing aids and a

conventional hearing aid, eight of 17 hearing-impaired subjects

had significantly better speech perception scores using fre-

quency-transposing hearing aids, while one subject had a

significantly lower score. In a later study by Simpson et al,

2006, no significant differences were found between the aids.

The predominant finding for all investigations of the fre-

quency-transposing methods named above has been that speech

perception and speech clarity have been improved. There are

now some transposing hearing aids in clinical use (e.g. Widex

Inteo). These are primarily for those with good low frequency

hearing and poor high frequency hearing. To our knowledge, no

one has systematically tested perception of environmental

sounds processed by hearing aids using transposing algorithms

(calculation methods).

Currently, transposing hearing aids are seldom used because

individuals with a profound hearing impairment can obtain a

cochlear implant, which in many cases improves speech percep-

tion more than do the transposing hearing aids. With the advent

of cochlear implants, a new useful area for transposition has

emerged. Examples of such areas are when surgery fails to place

the electrode all the way up to the apex, when some electrodes

are out of function, or when parts of the hearing nerves (spiral

ganglion) are degenerated (Shannon, et al, 2002).

However, cochlear implants cannot always solve the problem

of communication or environment perception, because the

method requires functioning auditory nerves and complicated

surgery. This problem affects deaf and deaf-blind people who

have no functioning auditory nerves.

The focus of research on signal processing for sensory aids has

almost exclusively been on speech. However, occasional infor-

mation has been gathered on perception of other sounds, e.g.

environmental sounds (Sundström & Borg 2004). Sundström

and Borg found that severely hearing-impaired and postlingually

deaf subjects used their hearing aid largely to detect and monitor

events in their surroundings. Deaf-blind people have severe or

total hearing and vision impairments. One way to compensate

for this loss is by using cutaneous sensory perception, particu-

larly the vibratory sense. Thus, the cutaneous sense becomes the

most important modality when both vision and hearing are

impaired. Also in this case, frequency-shifting methods have to

be used to optimize perception.

In a series of studies, we have worked on the development of

vibratory aids to improve perception of and the ability to

interpret events in the environment. The first study focused on

localization of an event (a sound source) in the environment

(Borg et al, 1999). In this continuing work, the problem of

identification of environmental sounds will be addressed. In the

present step, we study the capacity of the low frequency part of

the hearing sense to pick up environmental sounds, and in a

forthcoming study, we investigate the vibratory sense.

Ranjbar (2001) transposed environmental sounds down to the

frequency range of the vibratory sense. The results showed that

transposition was important for the perception of sounds via the

vibratory sense.

Subjects with deafness and blindness may benefit from an

environmental monitoring aid. However subjects who are

congenitally deaf, and who use sign language, have difficulties

in identifying events outside their visual field. Those who have

some residual hearing may benefit from a signal-processing

hearing aid designed for environmental sounds, and those who

have no benefit from a hearing aid may benefit from a vibratory

aid. The issue of perception of environmental sounds has largely

been disregarded in previous researches, as the main focus in

designing and developing technical aids for these groups has

been on language communication.

In the present study, six algorithms have been developed based

on different principles (transposition or modulation) using

digital technology to adapt environmental sounds to a frequency

range up to 1000 Hz, i.e. a smaller bandwidth than in Simpson

et al (1600 Hz). The algorithms have been developed to be

loaded in a digital hearing aid or a vibratory aid and to be used

by hearing-impaired and deaf-blind persons, respectively, to

identify environmental sounds. Owing to the lower frequency

discrimination and resolution of the cutaneous sense compared

to the hearing sense, some of the algorithms developed and fitted

to the hearing sense may have to be modified and adapted to the

sensitivity properties of the skin. The frequency discrimination

and resolution of the hearing sense are 0.3% and 10%,

respectively (Gelfand, 2004; Moore, 1995). The frequency

discrimination of skin senses is approximately 30% (Summers,

1992). For the skin to resolve two different simultaneous

frequencies, the frequencies must be in the sensitivity range of

the different mechanoreceptors, i.e. one must be below about

50 Hz and the other must be over about 50 Hz.

The experience of transposing hearing aids and vibrators for

speech perception has not been too encouraging. However, there

are repeated observations that such aids are valuable for

monitoring environmental sounds (Rosenhouse, 1990; Spens,

1984; Sundström & Borg 2004). Our conclusion is that the

design of the aids should not be optimized for speech but for

environmental sounds as well, an idea that has been implemen-

ted in the present article.

To compare the algorithms, the processed environmental

sounds will be tested on normal-hearing subjects. Although it

would seem to be more logical to perform the tests with hearing-

impaired subjects, it is difficult to recruit a sufficient number of

subjects with comparable residual low-frequency hearing. Iden-

tical hearing is important, as controlling for hearing status

allows us to compare algorithms and identify the best coding

principles and the possible role of factors such as age and gender.

We choose, therefore, to test normal-hearing participants in the

first phase of development. In a forthcoming study, the best

algorithms will be tested on hearing-impaired subjects.

Auditive identification of signal-processed
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Purpose

The general purpose of the present study is to initiate the

development of hearing aids for monitoring of the environment.

The specific purpose is:

1. To develop and test different principles for signal-processing

algorithms for limited residual low frequency hearing

2. To compare their usefulness for auditory identification of

environmental events (sounds)

3. To study the effect of experience

4. To analyse the results for effects of age and gender

Method

Subjects
The study was performed with normal-hearing subjects, thus

providing a homogenous group and allowing analysis by age and

gender. Twenty volunteers with normal hearing (hearing thresh-

olds better than 20 dB HL) and different age and gender,

10 children (five females and five males) between 12�15 years

of age (median�13.5 years), and 10 adults (five females and five

males) between 21�33 years of age (median�27 years) partici-

pated in the tests. Children were included because it is important

to develop aids for all ages.

Selection of test sounds
The environmental sounds used in the experiments were selected

using the following procedure. Eleven subjects were asked to

write down as many environmental sounds as they could recall.

To increase the variation in the sounds listed, participants were

chosen who had different backgrounds, though all lived in an

urban environment in Örebro, Sweden. The compilation of

sounds resulted in a sound list containing 151 items. The list of

151 items was given to 8 of the 11 subjects, and these eight were

asked to indicate the 20 sounds that signalled the most

important events for them.

In a study by Borg et al (2000), individuals with deaf-blindness

enumerated the events (sounds) they regarded most important

for their ability to monitor the environment. These sounds were

included in the final sound list comprising 45 environmental

sounds (see Table 1). The list can be regarded as fairly valid for

Swedish people living in urban areas.

Sequences of the environmental sounds were recorded

(16 000 Hz sampling rate and 16-bit resolution), and test seg-

ments were selected. Two subjects with normal hearing listened to

the sounds and commented on whether the samples were

representative and adequately long. Thereafter, necessary adjust-

ments in the length and amplitude of the soundswere made. Some

of the sounds were changed to new samples that were more

typical. Three other subjects with normal hearing listened to the

adjusted sounds and identified them without the sound list. The

results for identification of the original environmental sounds by

the three normal-hearing subjects (the responses were assessed in

same way as in Experiment 1) were 91%, 93%, and 96% correct,

respectively. According to one of the three subjects, the sound

stream murmur could have been rain or a fountain, and the sound

frying bacon could have been a wood fire. Two subjects could not

identify the sound coffee maker, and thought it was the sound of

draining water. One person thought that the sounds washing

machine and vacuum cleaner were too similar. All three subjects

thought that the sound tractor comes, stops, and idling could be a

tractor, a lorry, or a diesel tractor, and that the sound someone

walking on gravel could be someone walking on snow. The sound

noise from breezewas identified as ventilation, waves, or the sound

from below deck on a ship, and all three subjects identified the

sound cutting wood as a polishing machine. When the subjects

were given the correct descriptions for the sounds they agreed that

the descriptions were more fitting.

Table 1. Sound number, description, and length in seconds of the environmental sounds used in the experiments.

Sound

no. Environmental sound

Sound

no. Environmental sound

Sound

no. Environmental sound

1 Doorbell (16 s) 16 Two men talking (16 s) 31 Noise from breeze (22 s)

2 Stream murmur (22 s) 17 Telephone signalling several

times (16 s)

32 Spectator excitement (21 s)

3 Dripping water (15 s) 18 Door opening and closing (13 s) 33 House alarm 13 s)

4 Heavy traffic (28 s) 19 Frying bacon (16 s) 34 Copier (24 s)

5 Car signalling a few times (9 s) 20 Water running from tap (14 s) 35 Restaurant buzz (24 s)

6 Barking dog (17 s) 21 Coffee maker (14 s) 36 Keyboard (23 s)

7 Wave (30 s) 22 Washing machine washing (17 s) 37 Cutting wood (18 s)

8 People laughing (21 s) 23 Vacuum cleaner (14 s) 38 Cat meowing (7 s)

9 Bird song (23 s) 24 Toilet flushing twice (20 s) 39 Signal at crossing (19 s)

10 Thunder followed by rain (26 s) 25 Rain hitting window (20 s) 40 Hammer-blow (16 s)

11 Train which slows down and drives

past (24 s)

26 Boiling water (18 s) 41 Opening champagne twice

(21 s)

12 A person sneezing (3 s) 27 Tractor comes, stops, and idling

(10 s)

42 Riding horse (26 s)

13 Motorcycle passing (7 s) 28 Loudspeaker announcement

(22 s)

43 Hiccup (13 s)

14 Bicycle bell (5 s) 29 Someone walking on gravel (22 s) 44 Cow mooing (9 s)

15 Signal from ice-cream car (15 s) 30 Cutlery clatter (30 s) 45 Helicopter (10 s)
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Signal-processing algorithms
The test sounds were transposed using six different algorithms

based on two different main principles according to descriptions

below:

. Transposing by moving selected frequency components in the

spectrum (Fourier-based transposing)

. Transposing by amplitude modulation of low frequency

carriers (modulation based)

Using algorithm TRHA, TR1/3 and TR, the sounds were

transposed by means of Fourier transform-based methods, and

using algorithm AM, AMFM, and AMMC, the sounds were

transposed by amplitude/frequency modulation of low frequency

sinusoids. The original sounds were recorded with a bandwidth

of 16 000 Hz, with an anti-aliasing filter just below 8000 Hz. As

the algorithms also should work for vibrotactile aids, and the

skin is only sensitive to frequencies below 1000 Hz, the

algorithms were designed to transpose all information into

that interval, and frequency components above 1000 Hz were

removed. The signals were then down-sampled to 2000 Hz for

compatibility with our other work. Playback was made on a

standard computer soundcard. It was verified that no aliasing

effects occurred; no components existed above 1000 Hz. Note,

for full documentation, programme code, and environmental

sound recordings, please contact the authors.

The amplitude of the signal-processed sound was adjusted to

the same level as the original (natural) level, i.e. the level of the

signal-processed sound was also to some extent a cue for

identification.

Transposing the frequency components with the highest
amplitude in the range 100�8000 Hz to the range 30�800 Hz
(TRHA)
The purpose of this method was to continuously transfer

information with the highest energy frequency components to

the ‘audible’ low frequency range. The principle is based on

the assumption that the components with the highest energy

(thus with variable frequencies) carry the most important

information of environmental sounds. In this algorithm, the

24 frequency components that had the highest amplitude in the

range 100�8000 Hz were identified (see Figure 1) and trans-

posed to the range 30�800 Hz, keeping the order of the

frequency components the same as in the original sound (see

Figure 2).

The low limit of 100 Hz was chosen because the environ-

mental sounds contain little information below 100 Hz (Gygi

et al, 2004). A technique of halfway overlapping Hann (often

referred to as Hanning) windows was used to avoid distortion

and joining problems. The window size was 512 samples (32 ms,

at sampling frequency 16 000 Hz), which results in at least a

32 ms delay of the signal.

Twenty-four frequency components were selected from the

range 100�8000 Hz to be placed in the range 30�800 Hz. The

frequency difference is Df:30 Hz, which is well discriminated

and resolved by the ear in the low frequency range and probably

discriminated, but in most cases probably not resolved, by the

skin (Moore, 1995; Summers, 1992).

Transferring the sum of the complex frequency components
within every 1/3 octave within the range 100�8000 Hz to the
range 200�800 Hz (TR1/3)
The principle for this algorithm was to transfer the temporal

patterns of the acoustic information within every 1/3 octave (fixed

frequencies) in awide frequency range to the low frequency range.

The choice of parameters was based on the fact that hearing can

be divided into 24 critical bands about 1/3 octave wide (Moore,

1997). In this algorithm, the sum of the amplitude of the complex

frequency components within every 1/3 octave in the range 100�
8000 Hz was calculated (Figure 3). The signal was reproduced

using the above sums to control the amplitude of frequencies,

spaced at about 30 Hz intervals, between 200�800 Hz. The aim

was to fit the signal to the residual low frequency hearing and

most sensitive frequency region of the skin (around 250 Hz). The

Hannwindow and its size were chosenusing the same criteria as in

algorithm TRHA above.

Algorithm TR1/3 is also designed in an attempt to reduce the

computational burden (considering future real-time hardware

limitations). Bearing in mind that different 1/3 octave bands

include different numbers of frequencies, it would be logical to

normalize the sum with the number of frequency components.

However, listening tests have indicated that normalization may

be omitted without any significant degradation of the current

environmental sounds, thus saving processing time.

Transposing the frequency range 1200�2400 Hz to 100�700 Hz
(TR)
The principle of this algorithm was based on Gygi et al’s (2004)

finding on the most important frequency range for environ-

mental sounds, 1200�2400 Hz. In this algorithm, the part of the

spectrum of environmental sounds that generally contains most

acoustic information for identification of environmental sounds

(1200�2400 Hz) was transferred to a low-frequency hearing

range and the best sensitivity of the skin (spectral components

outside the frequency range 1200�2400 Hz were removed). To

achieve this, the frequencies within the range 1200�2400 Hz

were transposed to the frequency range 100�700 Hz after first

Figure 1. The sequence of signal processing in which the frequency components with highest energy in intervals of 32 ms and in the
frequency range 100�8000 Hz are transposed in unchanged order to the low frequency range of 30�800 Hz, corresponding to residual
hearing or the skin’s sensitivity to vibration (algorithm TRHA).
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adding the complex frequency components in pairs, thereby

decreasing the number of frequencies by one-half (see Figure

4).

Amplitude modulation of a 250 Hz carrier wave (AM)
The principle was the simplest possible amplitude modulation of

one frequency. In this algorithm, a 250 Hz sine signal was

amplitude modulated by the envelope of the input signal. The

envelope of the input signal was extracted by rectifying the

waveform and passing it through a three-pole low-pass Butter-

worth filter with the transfer function H(z) and cutoff frequency

of 10 Hz (see Figure 5). The purpose of this algorithm was to

transfer the temporal pattern of the environmental sound to the

low frequency range. The idea of the algorithm was based on the

results of Gygi’s study, which showed that the temporal pattern

of environmental sounds gave important information for audi-

tory identification.

The frequency 250 Hz was chosen because hearing-impaired

subjects who can benefit from transposing hearing aids often

have preserved hearing in the frequency range below 500 Hz.

The frequency 250 Hz also has the lowest vibration threshold

(Verrillo 1963).

The carrier frequency can be changed to the frequency range

in which the person hears best or to a frequency range in which

the person has the lowest vibratory threshold.

Amplitude and frequency modulation of a 250 Hz carrier wave
(AMFM)
The principle was amplitude modulation with extended fre-

quency rage, produced by simultaneous frequency modulation.

The purpose of this algorithm was to transfer information about

both the temporal pattern of the sound and its spectral variation

to the hearing-impaired person’s ear. In this algorithm, the signal

is both amplitude and frequency modulated, and the idea is

based on Gygi’s study, which shows that the frequency composi-

tion as well as the amplitude of the sound carries important

information (Gygi et al, 2004). First, a 250 Hz carrier signal was

frequency modulated (FM) by the derivative of the input signal

envelope (see Figure 6). The derivative of the envelope of the

input signal was chosen as an adequate parameter because it

enhances the time variations, especially transients. The modu-

lated carrier frequency varies between 200 and 300 Hz. Thereafter,

the resulting FM signal was amplitude modulated by the envelope

of the input signal (low-pass filtered at 10 Hz, as in algorithm AM).

Figure 2. Schematic presentation of the spectrum of the original sound (the upper diagram) and the transposed sound (lower
diagram). The 24 highest energy frequency components within the range 100�8000 Hz are transposed and presented in the same order
in the low frequency range of 30�800 Hz, corresponding to residual hearing or the skin’s sensitivity to vibration (algorithm TRHA).

Figure 3. Sequence of signal processing in which the sum of frequency components within every 1/3 octave in range 100�8000 Hz are
transferred to the range 200�800 Hz (algorithm TR1/3).
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Multiple channel amplitude modulation (AMMC)
The principle was widening of the frequency range by using

multiple low-frequency carriers. In this method, the input signal

x(n) passes through a filter bank including six Butterworth

three-pole band-pass filters, H1(z), H2(z), H3(z), H4(z), H5(z),

and H6(z) with pass bands, 120�240, 240�480, 480�960, 960�
1920, 1920�3840, and 3840�6000 Hz, respectively (see Figure

7). The filter bank is followed by determination of the absolute

value of the input signal and low-pass filtering as described

previously. Thereafter, the output signal from each filter

amplitude modulates sine signals with the frequency 55, 105,

215, 335, 445, and 650 Hz, respectively. The criteria for choosing

carrier frequencies were that they had to be below 800 Hz and

they should not be multiples of each other, which could lead to

unwanted interferences. The six modulated signals were added to

produce the final output signal (see Figure 7).

Generally, algorithms TRHA, TR1/3, AM, AMFM, and

AMMC covered the whole spectrum of the original sound, but

algorithm TR covered the spectrum between 1200 and 2400 Hz.

The processed signal using algorithm TRHA and TR1/3 had

the largest frequency bandwidth, after which, in order of

decreasing frequency bandwidth, were algorithm TR, AMMC,

AMFM, and algorithm AM.

Procedure
The 45 selected environmental sounds were transposed to the

range below approximately 1000 Hz using six different algo-

rithms. The process was implemented in Matlab 7.0.4. The

sounds were played by a computer (Pentium† 4 CPU 1.70 GHz,

256 Mb RAM) and presented using Casque Hifi Professional �
ATA headphones.

The subjects were seated in a quiet room and listened via

headphones to the environmental sounds, which were played by

the computer. They could not see the computer screen or the test

leader. The subjects adjusted the sound volume once for each

algorithm when the test started. The study consisted of three

experiments (Exp. 1, Exp. 2, and Exp. 3) involving an increasing

degree of experience (also called training). Each experiment,

including breaks, took up to four hours and could be completed

in one or two days. The tests could be interrupted between

algorithms or in the middle of an algorithm if the subject needed

to take a break.

EXP. 1: IDENTIFICATION OF ENVIRONMENTAL SOUNDS BY

INEXPERIENCED SUBJECTS

The subjects listened to all 45 unfamiliar environmental sounds,

each of which was processed by one algorithm at a time. Thus,

they listened to a total of 270 processed sounds (45 environ-

mental sounds multiplied by six algorithms). The choice of

algorithms was random for every subject so as to counteract the

effect of learning. The sounds had a random order for each of

the different algorithms, but had the same order for all subjects.

The subjects were given the time they needed to identify (to give

a response indicating what the processed sound was) the

processed environmental sounds presented. The sounds were

played up to three times if the subjects wished to hear them

repeated. The same procedure was used to test all six algorithms.

EXP. 2: IDENTIFICATION OF ENVIRONMENTAL SOUNDS BY

EXPERIENCED SUBJECTS

The sounds were tested in the same way as in Exp. 1, the

difference being that the subjects had trained in Exp. 1 and had

access to a list of sound labels numbered from 1 to 45. Before the

test started, the subjects had listened to the original (non-

processed) sounds played in the same order for all subjects.

Because the subjects had normal hearing, they could identify

nearly all the sounds. During testing, after every sound had been

played (in random order for each algorithm and subject), the

subjects had to choose a label for the corresponding sound from

the sound list.

EXP. 3: IDENTIFICATION OF ENVIRONMENTAL SOUNDS BY

MORE EXPERIENCED SUBJECTS

In this experiment, the subjects had practiced in Exp. 1 and Exp.

2 and heard the original (non-processed) sounds once more and

made cues for themselves, such as noting a keyword or making a

drawing that could help them remember the sounds. They also

had access to the list of sounds as in Exp. 2. The sounds were

tested in the same way (in random order for each algorithm and

subject) and by the same subjects, as in Exp. 1 and Exp. 2.

Assessment
In assessment of responses, a correct response (exactly the

presented sound in the sound list) resulted in 1 point and all

incorrect responses resulted in 0 points. Each subject could have

a maximum of 45 correct responses (45 points) for every

algorithm.

The response in Exp. 1, as opposed to Exp. 2 and Exp. 3, could

be sounds not found in the sound list. In Exp. 1, the test leader

Figure 4. Signal processing in which the frequency components of the input signal in the range 1200�2400 Hz are transposed to the
range 100�700 Hz by adding the complex amplitude of the closest frequency components in pairs (algorithm TR).

Figure 5. Signal processing of the input signal in which a
250 Hz sine signal is amplitude modulated by the envelope of the
input signal. H(z) is a low-pass filter with 10 Hz cutoff frequency
(algorithm AM).
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decided whether or not the response was correct. For instance,

stating ‘Burglar alarm’ instead of the correct label ‘Fire alarm’

counted as a correct response.

Statistical methods
The data were evaluated using the statistical method of median

value (including the minimum, 25th percentile, 50th percentile,

75th percentile, and maximum value). Furthermore, the statis-

tical hierarchical logistic regression analysis (Collett, 2002) and

the Wilcoxon matched pairs signed rank sum test (Altman, 1991)

were used to verify the rating and the significance of the

differences between algorithms and experiments.

For analysis of possible effects of age and gender, the Mann-

Whitney Wilcoxon Test was used (Altman, 1991).

Ethics
The tests were approved by the Regional Ethics Committee in

Uppsala, Sweden.

Results

In order to assess the six algorithms, the median values of the

results for each algorithm were compared for each experiment

separately. Furthermore, the statistical hierarchical logistic

regression analysis and the Wilcoxon matched pairs signed

rank sum test methods were used to verify the rating and the

significances of the differences between algorithms and experi-

ments. The box plots of Figure 8 show a summary of the results,

the median, 25 and 75 percentiles, minimum and maximum

values. The influence of age and gender on the identification

score will also be analysed.

Comparison of algorithms
The percentage of correct responses for every subject, algorithm,

and experiment was determined. Thereafter, the median value

(expressed in percent of 45 correct) of the identification results

for each algorithm and experiment was determined. Figure 8

shows the identification results for each algorithm when the

subjects were: inexperienced (Exp. 1); experienced (Exp. 2); and

more experienced (Exp. 3).

We see that when subjects were inexperienced, the median

value of the percent correct identification (the left box plot for

each algorithm) was highest for algorithm TR1/3, thereafter

TRHA, TR, AMMC, AMFM, and lowest for algorithm AM.

Algorithm TR1/3 was significantly (pB0.021, Wilcoxon) better

than the remaining algorithms. There was no significant

difference between algorithm TRHA and TR, or the modulating

algorithms AM, AMFM, and AMMC.

It can be pointed out that the human voice (spectator

excitement, loudspeaker announcement, restaurant buzz, two men

talking, and people laughing, see Table 1) was also well identified

using algorithm TR1/3, although they were not intelligible.

When the subjects were experienced, the median value of the

percent correct identification (the middle box plot for each

algorithm) was highest for algorithm TR1/3, thereafter TRHA,

TR, AMMC, and lowest for algorithms AM and AMFM. The

difference between algorithm TRHA and TR, between algo-

rithm TR1/3 and TR, and between algorithm AM and AMFM

was not significant.

When the subjects were more experienced (the right box plot

for each algorithm), the result was best for algorithm TR1/3,

thereafter TRHA, TR, AMMC, AM, and poorest for algorithm

AMFM. The difference between algorithm TRHA and TR1/3

and between algorithm TRHA and TR was not significant.

The percentage median value for every algorithm and experi-

ment is also shown in Table 2.

Effect of training
To examine the effect of training, different measures were

calculated, as there is no generally accepted method for

quantifying training effects.

Figure 6. Signal processing of the input signal in which a
250 Hz sine signal is frequency modulated by the derivative of
the envelope of the input signal and amplitude modulated by the
envelope of the input signal. H(z) is a low-pass filter with 10 Hz
cutoff frequency (algorithm AMFM).

Figure 7. The input signal is fed to a band-pass filter bank with
six channels (frequency ranges 120�240, 240�480, 480�960, 960�
1920, 1920�3840, and 3840�6000 Hz). The envelope of the signal
from each pass-band is used to amplitude modulate the six
carrier frequencies: 55, 105, 215, 335, 445, and 650 Hz (algo-
rithm AMMC).
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First of all, the median value of the differences between the

results of Exp. 2 and Exp. 3 in relation to Exp. 1 (E2,3�E1) was

determined. The results are shown in the second part (from the

left) of Table 2. According to the table, the median value of

percentage units of improvement in subjects when they were

experienced was highest for algorithm TRHA, and then in

descending order algorithms TR, TR1/3, AMMC, AMFM and

algorithm AM.

The corresponding result for subjects when they were more

experienced was in the following descending order: algorithms

TRHA, TR, AMMC, TR1/3, AM, and algorithm AMFM.

The effect of training (difference in percentage units) in Exp. 2

(E2�E1) was significantly (pB0.04, Wilcoxon) better for

algorithm TRHA than for algorithms AM, AMFM and

AMMC. The training effect for algorithm TRHA, TR1/3, TR,

and AMMC was significantly (p�0.045, Wilcoxon) better than

that for algorithm AM.

The effect of training in Exp. 3 (E3�E1) was significantly

better for algorithm TRHA than for algorithm AMMC (p�
0.015, Wilcoxon), for algorithm TR1/3 and TR than for

algorithm AM and AMFM (pB0.020, Wilcoxon), and for

algorithm AMMC than for algorithm AMFM (p�0.22, Wil-

coxon).

Secondly, the effect of training*the improvement in results

for Exp. 2 (E2) and Exp. 3 (E3)*was also expressed in relation to

the result for Exp. 1 (E1) for each subject. For example, the effect

of training for each subject in Exp. 2 (Te) was calculated

according to the formula Te�
(E2 � E1)

E1

100: Thereafter, the

median value of the effect of training for all subjects, every

algorithm, and experiment was determined. The third part from

the left in Table 2 shows the median value of effect of training

expressed in this manner (for the subjects when they were

experienced and more experienced, in relation to when they were

inexperienced). As seen in Table 2, the effect of training of

subjects when they were experienced was in the following

descending order: algorithm TR, TRHA, AMMC, AMFM,

AM, and algorithm TR1/3. The difference between the effect of

training for algorithm TR1/3 and TR was the only significant

one (p�0.017, Wilcoxon).

The results for subjects when they were more experienced

showed that the effect of experience was highest for algorithm

AM, thereafter AMMC, TR, AMFM, TRHA, and that algo-

rithm TR1/3 had the lowest effect of training. Algorithm TR1/3

had a significantly (pB0.028, Wilcoxon) lower effect of training

than did algorithm TR, AM, and AMFM.

The result for all algorithms was significantly (pB0.001,

Wilcoxon) improved in Exp. 2 and Exp. 3.

Some subjects had the same or poorer (negative value)

identification results in Exp. 2 compared to Exp. 1, when they

identified environmental sounds processed using algorithm

AM.

Thirdly, the result of training was calculated according to the

formula Te;me�
(E2;3 � E1)

100� E1

100 where 100�E1 is the maximum

Table 2. The median value for percent correct identification is shown in the leftmost main column. The results for subjects who were:
inexperienced (Exp. 1) �E1; experienced (Exp. 2) �E2; and more experienced (Exp. 3) �E3. Figures related to the maximum possible
points per person (45 points). The differences in results in percentage units between E2,3 and E1 are presented in the second main
column from the left. The effect of training for experienced (Te) and more experienced (Tme) in relation to inexperienced (third main
column). The effect of training for experienced (Te) and more experienced (Tme) in relation to maximum possible increase in
inexperienced (the right main column).

Median value for

E1, E2, E3 (%)

Median value for

E2,3�E1 (%)

Median value for

/Te; me�
(E2;3 � E1)

E1

(%)

Median value for

/Te; me�
(E2;3 � E1)

100� E1

(%)

E1 E2 E3 E2�E1 E3�E1 Te Tme Te Tme

TRHA 31 57 68 29 37 87 115 36 50

TR1/3 38 59 69 22 31 61 84 31 43

TR 25 56 64 24 36 92 139 29 45

AM 17 31 47 11 27 71 161 13 28

AMFM 18 31 40 13 20 75 121 15 22

AMMC 22 43 52 19 34 80 144 22 38

Figure 8. The median value of results of identification of
environmental sounds processed using six different algorithms
by 20 subjects when they were: inexperienced (Exp. 1); experi-
enced (Exp. 2); and more experienced (Exp. 3) in percent of the
maximum attainable (45 points). The box plots show the results:
median; 25 and 75 percentiles; minimum and maximum values.
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possible increase in the identification result in Exp. 1 (see the

right part of Table 2). The effect of training when the subjects

were experienced was highest for algorithm TRHA, thereafter

algorithm TR1/3, TR, AMMC, AMFM, and lowest for algo-

rithm AM. Algorithm TRHA was significantly (pB0.02,

Wilcoxon) better than algorithm AM and AMMC. Algorithm

TR1/3 was significantly (pB0.002, Wilcoxon) better than

algorithm AM and AMFM. Algorithm TR and AMMC were

significantly (pB0.023, Wilcoxon) better than algorithm AM

and AMFM.

The corresponding ranking order when the subjects were more

experienced was algorithm TRHA, TR, TR1/3, AMMC, AM

and lastly algorithm AMFM.

Algorithm TRHA was significantly (pB0.008, Wilcoxon)

better than algorithm AM and AMMC. Algorithm TR1/3 was

significantly (pB0.001, Wilcoxon) better than algorithm AM,

AMFM and AMMC. Algorithm AMMC was significantly

(pB0.005, Wilcoxon) better than algorithm AMFM.

Effect of age and gender
A comparison of the identification results for the groups adults

and children in Exp. 3, when they were more experienced, showed

that the adults had better scores than the children did for all

algorithms. The difference was significant for algorithm TR and

AMMC (pB0.05, Mann-Whitney Wilcoxon Test).

There were also differences between adults and children in the

strategy used when suggesting sounds in Exp. 1. Adults often

suggested sounds that were similar to the original sound,

whereas the children imitated the sound or referred to a sound

from TV or TV games.

The identification results for the groups female (N�10) and

male (N�10) in Exp. 3, when they were more experienced, were

also compared. No significant differences were found.

Logistic regression analysis
A hierarchical logistic regression model was used to validate the

results when assessing the algorithms using the above method

(median value). The method estimates the effect of the algorithm

and training on the probability of a correct response, while

simultaneously controlling for the subjects’ different baseline

probabilities (difference in ability to identify the test sounds

without training) as well as gender and age (adults versus

children). Therefore the model considers the subjects’ different

abilities in identifying environmental sounds.

The results showed that, with respect to the differences in

personal starting point (baseline), which can be attributed to

sound lexicon etc., the effect of training, age, and gender, the

probability of correct identification of environmental sounds is

highest for algorithm TR1/3, followed by TRHA, TR, AMMC,

AM, and finally algorithm AMFM.

According to the hierarchical logistic regression analysis,

adults and the male subjects had significantly better results

than the children and the female subjects, respectively.

The statistical method ANOVA was also used to compare

the algorithms. The results showed that Fourier-based trans-

posing algorithms were significantly better than modulating

algorithms (pB0.05, ANOVA). Among the Fourier-based

transposing algorithms, TR1/3 had that best result (not

significant). Among the modulating algorithms, algorithm

AMMC had significantly (pB0.05 ANOVA) better results

than algorithm AMFM.

In summary, the Fourier-based transposing algorithm with

fixed frequency and large bandwidth, TR1/3, showed the best

test results and a reasonable training effect for identification of

environmental sounds. The modulation algorithms AM and

AMFM, with the narrowest bandwidth, had the poorest results

and poor training effects, according to two of the evaluation

methods. Adults and children differed with regard to strategy

and results, and a tendency towards better results for men than

women was seen.

Discussion

The goal of the present investigation was to develop different

algorithms for identification of environmental sounds, and to

determine which principle of algorithm design gave the best

identification results and the best effect of extended experience

(training); an additional goal was to observe the possible effects

of age and gender. Below, first the methods and then the results

will be discussed.

Methodological aspects

THE SUBJECTS

The subjects were chosen from different age and gender

categories to obtain a group that roughly represented a young

population. One could argue that it would have been more

appropriate to use participants with a sensorineural hearing

impairment, as they are the future users of the algorithms.

However, using hearing-impaired subjects would have con-

founded the comparison of algorithms. Thus, if hearing-im-

paired subjects had been used, it would have been difficult to

determine to what extent the identification results were affected

by the algorithms as opposed to the subjects’ hearing. A basic

analysis of the algorithms is facilitated by controlling for hearing

status. By using normal-hearing subjects, we could also observe

possible age and gender effects. In future work, the algorithms

will be tested by hearing-impaired subjects as well.

SELECTION OF THE SOUNDS

The environmental events (sounds) were chosen by a panel of

11 normal-hearing subjects selected among Swedish urban

people, and were in accordance with a preference list made by

a group of deaf-blind subjects (Borg et al, 2000). Therefore the

list can be regarded as a sample of environmental events

(sounds) that can be regarded as ecologically valid for a Swedish

urban environment. The list contained sounds that were both

easy and difficult to identify. There were environmental sounds

that were rhythmical and easy to identify, e.g. telephone

signalling, hammer blow, or the signal from ice-cream van. There

were also environmental sounds that were similar to constant

noise and hard to identify, e.g. frying bacon or rain on window.

The fact that identification of the unprocessed environmental

sounds was not 100% correct was more due to the listening

habits of the subjects than to the sounds. Two out of the three

normal-hearing subjects (these subjects were not among the 11

choosing the events) who identified the non-processed sounds

(see sub-section: Selection of test sounds in main section,
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Method) could not identify coffee maker, because they did not

normally drink coffee and rarely heard a coffee maker. The

duration of the sounds was different, and in some cases it could

be a good cue for remembering and identifying the sound

correctly. The sound A person sneezing, which was the shortest

sound (3 s), was correctly identified by almost all of the subjects

in Exp. 2 and Exp. 3. The sounds were chosen so as to be

representative of environmental sounds, and in reality sneezing

often happens once and is of short duration. To avoid the

possible effects of duration cues, other sounds with similar

rhythmic properties such as opening two champagne bottles, toilet

flushing twice, and door opening and closing, events consisting of

two sequences, could have been shortened to only one sequence.

If there had been several short sounds on the list, the subjects

would have focused on the quality of the sound rather than on

the length. This would have resulted in more confusion of

sounds and thereby lower identification results. We regarded the

range of variation of difficulty to be realistic and therefore an

advantage when comparing the algorithms. Furthermore, the

sound level was to some extent changed as an effect of

transposing; thereby sound level was an uncertain cue when

identifying the processed sounds.

Assessment
Assessment of the responses was based on a scale of 2. This

seems unfair in some cases. For example if the sound doorbell

was identified as the event a car signalling or boiling water, the

result would be 0 points in both cases, although a signalling car

is intuitively closer than boiling water. The assessment might

have been more adequate if it had been based on a scale of at

least, e.g. 3, where responses with acoustical similarity gave 1

point and correct responses gave 2 points. The assessment based

on a scale of more than 2 applies in particular to Exp. 1, where

the original sounds used as references were unknown to the

subjects. However, an assessment based on a scale of 3, as

suggested above, was carried out, and it resulted in same order of

precedence of the algorithms as in the assessment based on a

scale of 2, and is therefore not included here.

Another suggestion is that the subjects could have been given

some contextual information, e.g. the sound is commonly heard

at home, at the office, in nature, etc. The contextual information,

however, could have confused the subjects, because several of the

sounds occur as often at home as at the office.

Procedure
As an alternative design, the subjects could have listened to the

original sound first and then to the processed versions, thereafter

assessing them with regard to their similarity to the original on,

e.g. a scale from 1 to 6 (six algorithms). However, after pilot

testing, we found that such a scaling procedure would confuse

the subjects and make the assessment more difficult.

The effect of experience (training) was determined in relation

to the identification results in Exp. 1. The difference between

Exp. 1, 2, and 3, however, was not only an effect of greater

experience. In Exp. 2 and 3, the subjects also had access to the

list and other cues. The difference in the identification results

prior to and after training was expressed in different ways.

In one method, the improvement was divided by the initial

identification result. One drawbackof using this measure was that

algorithms with poor initial identification results and moderate

increases in identification performance seemed to have a good

training effect. As an alternative, we divided the actual increase in

identification results by the maximum possible improvement, i.e.

100% minus the initial result, which resulted in a reverse order of

increment for the algorithms. The effect of training was also

measured as the difference in percentage units between the results

of Exp. 2 and 3 in relation to Exp. 1, which resulted in a ranging

order different from that mentioned above. Irrespective of the

method of calculation, a final order of precedence can only be

determined after long-term practice (Johansson 1961).

The median identification score and the training effect were

not the only bases for determining the best algorithm. In making

this judgment, we considered the identification results, the

training effect, as well as the possible shortcomings, advantages

and disadvantages of the algorithms, such as the risk of

removing important information from some important sounds.

Aspects of the results

COMPARISON OF ALGORITHMS

None of the algorithms resulted in 100% correct identification.

This was expected, as normal-hearing subjects did not achieve

100% correct identification of the original, untreated sounds.

The order of precedence for the algorithms, based on how well

the sounds were identified when comparing median values and

effect of training, differed very little when compared to the

logistic regression analysis method. The difference can be

explained by the fact that the regression analysis method

assessed the algorithms with respect to the subjects’ varying

ability to identify environmental sounds and their training

achievements for every algorithm.

Generally, the algorithms that transposed various frequencies

(algorithms TRHA, TR1/3, and TR) gave better identification

results than did the algorithms that amplitude/frequency-modu-

lated the sounds (algorithms AM, AMFM, and AMMC).

Below, the algorithms are discussed in descending order of the

median value for percent correct identification in Experiment 1,

as seen in Table 2.

Algorithm TR1/3 This algorithm had the best identification

score for environmental sounds. It had a large bandwidth and

fixed frequencies in contrast to algorithm TRHA, which had a

slightly larger bandwidth but variable frequencies. Algorithm

TR1/3 seems to work well, despite the fact that it also constitutes

an attempt to test a simplified, computationally lean algorithm.

Algorithm TR1/3 could have been designed using the same

technique as in algorithm AMMC. However, using 21 filters

(instead of 6), 1/3 octave-wide, would increase the computational

burden to an undesired level, considering the future real-time

hardware we are aiming for. For this reason, algorithm TR1/3

was designed using FFT and adding the amplitude of the

complex frequency components within every 1/3 octave. This is

hard to interpret physically, but based on practical tests, it seems

to be a functioning approach.

In addition, human speech was best identified with this

algorithm. This indicates that the algorithm might work for

speech perception too. If one were to further develop algorithm

TR1/3 for speech perception, the frequencies above 4000 Hz

could be excluded. This would allow larger frequency spacing

than the 30 Hz presently used. Unfortunately, the modified

algorithm would be less suited to processing the environmental
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sounds, some of which have important energy also in the

frequency range above 4000 Hz. It is an open question whether

there is an algorithm that is an optimal compromise between the

demands of both speech and environmental sounds.

Algorithm TR1/3 is similar to the frequency-transposing

method developed by Ling (1968). Because he and others tested

their algorithms with speech and not with environmental sounds,

it is difficult to compare the results in more detail.

Algorithm TRHA and TR Algorithms TRHA and TR were

second in the descending order of percent correct identification.

Both had a high training effect, and the training effect would

probably increase with time (Johansson, 1961). Algorithm

TRHA can also work well for speech, in that the formants

have the highest energy (Kent, 1997) and are transferred to the

low frequency range using this algorithm. The disadvantage of

algorithm TRHA is that in real time a given sound may be

presented differently from one time to another depending on the

other sounds present.

The advantage of algorithm TR is its focus on the most

important frequency range of environmental sounds. The

disadvantage of Algorithm TR is that sounds with a spectrum

outside the frequency range 1200�2400 Hz will be removed.

Algorithms AM, AMFM, and AMMC Algorithms AM,

AMFM, and AMMC are amplitude/frequency modulation

algorithms and gave the poorest identification results, but

show a good effect of training. The poorer results of modulating

algorithms compared to transposing algorithms show how

important the spectral information of sounds is. Algorithm

AMMC, which had the largest bandwidth of the modulation

algorithms and more of the spectral information left, showed

better identification results than did algorithm AM and AMFM,

which is in accordance with the study by Gygi et al (2004). The

environmental sounds processed using algorithm AM and

AMFM were difficult for untrained subjects to identify. How-

ever, environmental sounds that had a typical rhythm, e.g.

helicopter, hammer blow, person walking on gravel, or telephone

signalling several times, could easily be identified. The subjects

felt that environmental sounds processed using the modulation

algorithms, especially algorithm AM and AMFM, were hard to

listen to, which means that a signal treatment such as this one

may not be suitable for hearing aids. Such algorithms may be

more useful in vibratory aids due to the poor frequency

selectivity of the skin receptors, in fact the signal-processing

method used in MiniVib II is similar to that of algorithm AM

(Spens, 1984).

EFFECT OF AGE AND GENDER

The adults had better identification results for all algorithms

than the children did. Differences were noted in Exp. 1, where

the sounds were unknown to the subjects. Adults often suggested

sounds that were similar to the original sound. However, the

children imitated the sound or referred to a sound from TV or

TV games. The differences can be partly explained by the fact

that the adults’ sound lexicon was larger than the children’s,

which was also shown in Vanderveer (1979).

The gender differences in the results were unclear: The Mann-

Whitney Wilcoxon test showed that there were no significant

differences, and the regression analysis method showed that the

male subjects had significantly better scores than the female

subjects did.

GENERAL COMMENTS

The algorithms were designed on the basis of two main

principles: Fourier-based methods and modulation. Previous

studies (Johansson, 1961; Kates, 1994; Ling, 1968; Rosenhouse,

1990; Simpson et al. 2005; Velmans, 1984) have used other

approaches to signal processing. It is, however, difficult to

compare the principles, as previous studies were designed for

speech and were not tested for environmental sounds. The

present results indicate that Fourier-based transposing is better

than amplitude modulation; fixed frequency is an advantage;

and the wider the bandwidth, the better the results.

We have chosen to have an upper limit at 8000 Hz. An

extension to higher frequencies, even ultrasound, is possible for

environmental sounds in contrast to speech, and is a challenging

task.

The fixed frequencies transposing (1/3 octave) based algo-

rithm was better than the variable frequency transposing

(identifying the peaks) based algorithm.

Regarding the Fourier-based algorithms, algorithm TR1/3

was more successful for identification of environmental sounds

than were algorithms TRHA and TR for normal-hearing

subjects. For the modulating algorithms, the environmental

sounds processed using algorithm AMMC were easiest to

identify, compared to algorithms AM and AMFM.

The order of algorithms, in decreasing median value of

percent correct identification in experiment 1 (TRHA, TR1/3,

TR, AMMC, AMFM, AM), was almost the same as the order of

algorithms based on decreasing frequency bandwidth of the

processed signal. Algorithm TRHA has a larger bandwidth than

TR1/3 does, but the sounds are less distorted by algorithm

TR1/3, because of the fixed frequency components. Regarding

the modulation algorithms, AMMC has the widest frequency

range, followed by algorithm AMFM and finally algorithm AM,

which only consists of one frequency (250 Hz�side bands)

carrying the spectral and temporal information of the sound.

The positive relationship between the bandwidth and identifica-

tion scores was also demonstrated by Kates (1994), who found

that a speech signal presented using 16 sinusoids had a better

identification score than did one presented using eight sinusoids.

Frequency differences (Df:30 Hz) in algorithms TRHA,

TR1/3, and TR may be smaller than the level that the skin can

discriminate or resolve (Summers 1992). An alternative solution

would be to modify the algorithms (the number of frequencies

can be decreased) to suit a vibratory aid. On the other hand, it is

better that the processed sounds include more information than

the skin or the damaged ear can utilize than the reverse. It is also

known that training can improve frequency discrimination

(Hofmann et al, 1997). Training is also effective for cutaneous

perception, e.g. for improvement of communication skills (Friel-

Patti & Roeser, 1983). Another example is blind subjects’ ability

to reach amazing levels of comprehension when reading Braille

after practice.

The presented algorithms are designed on the basis of six

different principles. They are implemented and tested in relation

to the most common situation: residual hearing in the lowest

frequency range. Naturally, in a clinical setting, one must

identify the actual residual hearing for each individual and

tailor the algorithms accordingly. Therefore, algorithm TR1/3

may not be the best choice for all individuals, and particularly

the details of frequency choices may differ from the present basic
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description. One must also consider the possible differences in

the quality of residual hearing between individuals with identical

audiograms. Extensive clinical studies on subjects with different

residual hearing are required to establish frequency transposi-

tion in hearing aids.

To our knowledge, all other studies using transposing or

modulating algorithms have focused on speech perception; thus

no systematic studies on environmental sounds have been found.

Applications

Three potential applications are considered:

1. Thus far, transposing hearing aids have been used for hearing-

impaired people with oral language. According to Sundström

and Borg (2004), severely hearing-impaired and postlingually

deaf persons use hearing aids to support speech-reading, control

their own voice and monitor environmental sounds. Transposing

hearing aids to date have focused on speech perception and to

some extent on speech production, but have not been optimized

for environmental sound (event) detection. With regard to

hearing aid-design, the present analysis shows the possibility

to adjust the aid by selecting an environmental mode when

monitoring is of interest rather than speech communication.

Algorithm TR1/3 may offer a good solution for both types of

needs.

2. Pre-lingually deaf, signing subjects may use hearing aids for

monitoring of environmental sounds. However, because all

hearing aids are designed to facilitate speech perception and

not environmental sound detection, they may offer a suboptimal

solution for the actual needs of signing deaf people. The present

results may offer a better basis for development of hearing aids

for detection of environmental sounds for the signing deaf with

low frequency residual hearing.

3. For the deaf and deaf-blind without any usable hearing,

information relevant to speech perception, speech production,

and environmental monitoring must be presented via the

vibratory sense. It is not self-evident that the relation between

the algorithms will be the same for vibration as for hearing. A

comparison will be presented in a forthcoming article, and is of

interest both from a psychophysical and from a rehabilitative

perspective.

Summary and Conclusion

The Fourier-based algorithm (TR1/3) that shifts the sum of

every 1/3 octave band frequency within the frequency range 100�
8000 Hz to the range 200�800 Hz was the best choice for auditive

identification of environmental sounds and gave a good effect of

extended experience. This algorithm might also work well for

speech sounds. Furthermore, it does not exclude any frequency

range. However, training and individual factors, e.g. age,

motivation, etc. are decisive for the long-term practical benefits

in the environment. Adults were significantly (pB0.05) better

than children for two algorithms, TR and AMMC. Gender had

no clear effect on identification of the processed environmental

sounds.

In conclusion signal processing with a large bandwidth and

fixed frequencies is the most promising principle for the design

of hearing aids for monitoring of the environment.
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that use tactile transfer of speech information for profoundly hearing impaired persons who 
receive insignificant or no benefit from conventional hearing aids. Traunmüller [10] showed 
that Sentiphone decreased word errors from 24% when using speech reading only to 3.3% 
when speech reading was supported by the vibratory aid. In MiniVib4, a 220 Hz sine wave is 
amplitude modulated by the envelope of the input signal (extracted by low-pass filtering at 30 
Hz) in the frequency range 500-2300 Hz [11]. Users of the tactile aid experience improved 
speech reading [12], exhibited better control of their own voice and became aware of sounds 
in their surroundings [13]. Spens and Plant [14] showed that subjects who were aided with a 
single channel tactile aid scored their handicap as less severe than when they were unaided, 
because they could sense environmental sounds better. 

Plant et al. [7] studied the speech perception skills of a Swedish postlingually deaf man in two 
languages (Swedish and English), with and without vibrotactile support. The tested subject 
used the “Tactiling” method [15], where he detected the vibrations accompanying speech by 
placing his thumb directly on the speaker's throat, as a supplement to speech reading. The aid 
consisted of a throat microphone, amplifier, and a hand-held bone vibrator. The results 
showed that the tracking rate in Swedish increased from around 40 words per minute when 
the materials were presented via speech reading alone to 60-65 words per minute when using 
speech reading plus the tactile aid. The subject also showed improved tracking rates for 
English materials, thus for a non-native language. Tactile cues led to improvements of around 
40% over speech reading alone [16]. 

Today, vibrotactile aids are also used to inform the deaf or deafblind person about a limited 
number of selected events. For example, the vibratory aid Tactum lynx [17] is a watch with a 
vibrator that directs the user’s attention to up to seven different events, e.g., baby crying, 
phone signal, door signal, fire alarm, awakening alarm, etc. 
A few deafblind persons use vibrotactile aids for speech perception, and promising results 
have been obtained [18]. However, these preliminary studies have not been published. 

Cochlear implantation is currently an expanding technique also for the deafblind. However, it 
requires surgery and functioning auditory nerves and is considerably more expensive than 
vibrotactile aids are. Few adults who were born deaf/deafblind and use sign language are 
interested in obtaining a cochlear implant [7, 19], because they cannot develop oral language 
(they are too old) and because, as a rule, their sign language communication is good. Another 
reason is that they risk encountering a cultural collision: the hearing culture vs. the deaf 
culture [19-21]. 
Use of the tactile sense for perceiving sound, e.g., for speech communication, is hindered by 
the narrow bandwidth of the tactile sense and the physical properties of the vibrators. There 
are four different types of mechanoreceptors in the skin, which sense different aspects of me-
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Material and methods

Subjects
Nineteen volunteers, deaf subjects (9F/10M) between 18-50 years of age, participated. No 
subject had a hearing threshold better than 65, 70, 70, 70 dB HL at the frequencies 250, 500, 
750 and 1000 Hz, respectively, and at higher frequencies, no one had any hearing within the 
limits of the audiometer. Thirteen of the subjects were born deaf and six had become deaf as 
children or teenagers, and all had sign language as their first language. They were totally deaf 
or profoundly hearing impaired and did not hear the sounds produced by the vibrator. 
Therefore, there was no need to mask their hearing, and possible problems associated with 
incomplete masking were avoided. The subjects had different experiences of using vibrations 
for observing environmental events, e.g., intentionally observing vibrations in a table or in the 
floor. They were members of the network “dovas” (www.dovas.se, 2007), lived in Örebro and 
had introduced themselves as deaf on their home page. 

Test sounds 
The test sounds used in the present experiment were the same 45 environmental sounds (see 
Table I) used in previous experiments by Ranjbar et al. [33]. The sounds were selected by 
normal hearing and deafblind persons who classified the events causing the sounds as most 
important to be informed about (described in more detail in [1, 33]). 

Table I: Sound number and the label of the environmental event (sound) used in the experiments.
Sound no. Environmental sound Sound no. Environmental sound Sound no. Environmental sound 

1 Doorbell 16 Two men talking 31 Noise from breeze 
2 Stream murmur 17 Telephone signalling several 

times 
32 Spectator excitement 

3 Dripping water 18 Door opening and closing 33 House alarm 
4 Heavy traffic 19 Frying bacon 34 Copier 
5 Car signalling a few times 20 Water running 35 Restaurant buzz 
6 Barking dog 21 Coffee maker 36 Keyboard 
7 Wave 22 Washing machine washing 37 Cutting wood 
8 People laughing 23 Vacuum cleaner 38 Cat meowing 
9 Bird song 24 Toilet washing twice 39 Signal at crossing 

10 Thunder followed by rain 25 Rain on window 40 Hammer-blow 
11 Train which slows down 

and drives past 
26 Boiling water 41 Opening champagne 

twice
12 A person sneezing 27 Tractor comes, stops and idling 42 Riding horse 
13 Motorcycle passing 28 Cry from loudspeaker 43 Hiccup
14 Bicycle bell 29 Someone walking on gravel 44 Cow mooing 
15 Signal from ice cream car 30 Cutlery clatter 45 Helicopter 
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TR1/3: The frequency components within the range 150-300 Hz (containing the fundamental 
frequency of speech, f0) were transposed to the frequency range 50-200 Hz (see Figure 2). 
Further, the input signal was fed to a filter bank consisting of 13 Butterworth band-pass filters 
of order 3 (18 dB/octave). Pass bands (3 dB cutoff) were: 300-400, 400-500, 500-600, 600-
800, 800-1000, 1000-1200, 1200-1600, 1600-2000, 2000-2400, 2400-3200, 3200-4000, 4000-
5300, and 5300-6600 Hz. The outputs from the filters were rectified and low-pass filtered (3rd 
order Butterworth, cutoff frequency 10 Hz, 18 dB/octave), thus obtaining an envelope signal 
for each pass band. These 13 signals were then used to amplitude modulate 13 carrier waves, 
frequencies 307, 353, 379, 419, 431, 461, 509, 557, 577, 593, 631, 673, and 701 Hz, 
respectively. Further, the carriers were frequency modulated (deviation typically 50% of the 
carrier frequency) by independent, uniformly distributed noise to avoid interference effects. 
The total output was obtained by adding the transposed signal (50-200 Hz) and the 13 
modulated signals described above. This algorithm can be regarded as both modulating and 
transposing, though transposition dominates. 

Figure 2: Algorithm TR1/3: The frequency 
components within the range 150-300 Hz are 
transposed to the range 50-200 Hz. Further, 
the input signal (x(n)) is fed to filters with 
pass bands: 300-400, 400-500, 500-600, 
600-800, 800-1000, 1000-1200, 1200-1600, 
1600-2000, 2000-2400, 2400-3200, 3200-
4000, 4000-5300, and 5300-6600 Hz. The 13 
output signals from the filters are used to 
amplitude modulate 13 carrier waves (307, 
353, 379, 419, 431, 461, 509, 557, 577, 593, 
631, 673, and 701 Hz). The total output, y(n), 
is obtained by adding the transposed signal 
and the 13 modulated signals.
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The Wilcoxon signed ranks test with asymptotic significance (2-tailed) was used to compare 
and define the significance of possible differences between the algorithms [36]. Accordingly, 
Algorithm AMFM had the highest mean score (across subjects) for vibratory identification, 
thereafter, Algorithm TRHA, AMMC, AM, TR1/3, NP, TR and lastly Algorithm EQ, which 
had the lowest identification score. Algorithm TRHA and AMMC showed better results 
(p<0.05, Wilcoxon) than did Algorithm TR, EQ, and NP. Algorithm AMFM had a better 
(p<0.05, Wilcoxon) identification score than did Algorithm TR1/3, TR, AM, EQ, and NP. 
Algorithm TR1/3 and AM showed better (p<0.05, Wilcoxon) results than did Algorithm EQ. 
After Bonferroni correction, Algorithm AMFM showed better results (p<0.05, Wilcoxon) 
than did Algorithm TR, EQ, and NP. Algorithm TRHA had a better (p<0.05, Wilcoxon) 
identification score than did Algorithm EQ. 
The algorithms were also ranked using the Friedman Test, which resulted in the same ranking 
order as with the Wilcoxon. According to the Friedman Test, Algorithm AMFM showed 
better results (p<0.05, Friedman) than did Algorithm TR and EQ, and Algorithm TRHA had a 
better (p<0.05, Friedman) identification score than did Algorithm EQ. 

In summary, adaptation to vibratory sensitivity threshold did not improve the identification 
scores. The test and retest results did not differ (p=0.70). Individual variability was large, but 
there were no correlations between vibration thresholds and identification scores. Subject and 
algorithm were significant factors (RM-ANOVA, p<0.001), but the differences between the 
algorithms were relatively small. Algorithms TRHA, AMFM, and AMMC had better 
(p<0.05) scores than did TR, EQ, and Algorithm NP. Algorithms TR1/3 and AM showed 
better (p<0.05) results than did Algorithm EQ. 
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Discussion

Individual variability 
There was considerable individual variability in the results, and “subject“ was a significant 
factor (see Figure 4b). The variability can be assumed to be due to person- as well as test-
related conditions and random variations. Possible person-related factors are age of deafness 
onset and earlier experience of use of vibrations for environmental monitoring or 
communication. It is interesting to observe that we did not find any correlation between 
perceptual thresholds and identification scores. Other possible causes of variability are 
differences in sound alternatives for each presented sound for each algorithm, equipment 
stability, order of algorithms (training effect), and levels of motivation and concentration. 
The analysis of test-retest variability (Algorithm AM) showed that there was no significant 
improvement at retest and a relatively good correlation (ICC=0.71, p<0.01, One-way random, 
rho=0.71, p<0.01, Spearman), indicating relatively good stability and reproducibility for the 
test conditions [37]. In contrast to auditive experiments in which subjects had heard the 
original sounds, in the present tactile experiments some of the subjects were born deaf and 
had neither heard the original sounds nor had any auditory memory of them. After testing two 
or three algorithms the subjects became familiar with the signals and could respond more 
rapidly. Note that they did not receive any correct-answer feedback. 
Individual differences are common in perception studies and decrease after long-term training 
[40-42]. The sound alternatives could have been chosen differently. For example, the sounds 
could have been grouped in classes on the basis of contextual similarities, e.g., General Home, 
Kitchen, Office, and Outdoors, as in the study by Reed and Delhorne [42, 43], and the 
subjects could have identified the sounds by choosing one from the same class. Contextual 
information, however, may also confuse the subject, as the same sound, e.g., “Telephone 
signalling”, can occur in several environments. In addition, contextual information would 
increase the probability of correct response due to guessing. Training effects would improve 
the results of subjects with low identification scores and thereby decrease individual 
variability.

Algorithms
Comparison of the algorithms 
Algorithm was a significant factor (RM-ANOVA, p<0.001), as was algorithm group (RM-
ANOVA, p<0.01). The transposing and modulating principles had better results than did the 
filtering principle, EQ, and the no processing algorithm, NP. The low scores for EQ can partly 
be explained by the fact that the environmental sounds have a smaller part of their spectrum 
left after the frequency components higher than 1000 Hz have been removed. This means that 
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the environmental sounds that have their spectrum above 1000 Hz, e.g., Bird song, Bicycle 
bell and House alarm, are removed completely (the skin has a high vibratory threshold at 
frequencies above 800 Hz) and that the energy of these high frequency sounds must be 
transposed to the sensitive low frequency range of the skin [33, 34, 44]. 
The transposing algorithms TRHA and TR1/3 showed higher identification scores than did 
Algorithm TR (transposing only 1200–2400 Hz), confirming the importance of the high 
energy components [34] and of covering the whole original spectrum [34, 44]. In TRHA and 
TR1/3, the frequency components that were transposed to the frequency range above 600 Hz 
were probably difficult to perceive by the skin [8, 24], which means that TRHA and TR1/3 
are not optimal. One way to solve this problem in, e.g., Algorithm TRHA is to reduce the 
number of transposed frequency components from 24 to, e.g., 12 or less, and in TR1/3 to 
reduce the number of filters in the bank (see subsection Signal-processing algorithms in main 
section Method) from 13 to, e.g., 6 and transpose only to the range below 600 Hz. Decreasing 
the number of frequency components could also increase the frequency intervals ( f>30%),
thereby improving the skin’s ability to separate the components. 
Deaf persons would also benefit from using Algorithm TR1/3 and TRHA to improve their 
speech reading. The formants have the highest energy in speech [20] and will therefore be 
selected for transformation using TRHA. The fundamental frequency for the female voice (f0,
150-300 Hz) is retained using TR1/3, but somewhat attenuated for the male voice (f0, 100-
150 Hz). 
The modulating Algorithm AM (p<0.05), AMFM and AMMC had a better result than did 
Algorithm NP, even when excluding the test sounds dominated by high frequencies, bird
song, bicycle bell and house alarm (that could not be perceived by any of the subjects), which 
is compatible with the lower frequency resolution of the skin as compared to the ear [8]. The 
poor result for Algorithm NP, also after excluding the test sounds dominated by high 
frequencies, indicates that the frequency components must not only be detectable, but the skin 
sensors must also be able to separate the components. Using Algorithm NP, a great number of 
frequency components were present, possibly masking each other [8]. 

The modulating Algorithm AMFM uses almost the same signal-processing method as 
Algorithm AM, but achieved a higher identification score than AM did, which could be 
explained by the fact that Algorithm AMFM uses a wider frequency range of the skin than 
Algorithm AM does. In addition, AMFM emphasizes the time variations, i.e., temporal 
information, more than AM does (see Method section). 
Algorithm AMMC had better scores than TR, EQ and NP did. The carrier frequencies 550 
and 650 Hz of AMMC were probably difficult to separate. In order to improve this algorithm, 
the carrier waves could be chosen differently, e.g., by beginning at about 30 Hz and keeping 
frequency differences at a minimum of 30% ( f 30% Hz). 
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Introduction
For humans, vision and hearing are two most important senses for monitoring the 
environment. Deafblind people, who have little or no use of these senses, primarily use the 
cutaneous senses and smell to monitor ongoing events in their environment. They rate 
receiving information about humans and machines in the household and traffic as most 
important [1]. A portable monitoring aid for obtaining information about events in their 
surrounding has been of interest among the deafblind [1]. 
Several tactile aids, such as Minivib II, Tactaid II, Tactaid VII, and Sentiphone, have been 
developed to improve lip reading in deaf persons and to improve speech perception in 
profoundly hearing impaired or deaf individuals. These aids have also been helpful in 
monitoring of the surroundings [2-6] although they were designed for speech communication. 
In addition electrotactile stimulation has been tested for transmission of articulatory 
information [7]. 
Cochlear implantation (CI) is a more recent technique to improve speech perception. The 
implant sends electrical impulses that stimulate remaining functioning auditory nerve fibres in 
the inner ear [8, 9]. The technique requires advanced surgery and functioning auditory nerves. 
Two cochlear implants (one in each ear) have been used successfully to obtain directional 
information and improve speech perception in noise [10, 11]. However, the binaural 
implantation further increases the already high cost of CI. 
Some subjects do not achieve useful speech understanding through cochlear implants, hearing 
aids or vibrators, but they do obtain valuable information about events in the environment 
although the signal processing of the aids was designed for speech reception. Our ambition 
has therefore been to design the signal-processing specifically for environmental sounds and 
not for speech, thereby hopefully achieving a better aid for those who use sign language or 
whose aids do not improve their speech communication. 
The present study is part of a project aimed at developing a vibratory aid to improve the 
perception of and possibility to interpret events in the environment: a “monitoring” aid for 
deaf, especially deafblind persons. Monitoring means to detect, localize, and identify events 
in the environment. The detection and localization parts are described in a previous study [12, 
13]. For identification of events more information about the event is necessary. The sound 
(signal) produced by the events has to be processed and transformed to fit the vibratory 
sensitivity range of the skin. The processed signal is then presented to the deafblind subject as 
vibrations to a suitable skin region, e.g., fingers or thenar. The subjects are able to use the 
vibratory information in conjunction with contextual information and to interpret the 
vibrations as an event. 
The vibratory sensitivity range is more limited than the hearing sense (the frequency 
sensitivity range of the skin is up to approx. 800 Hz, while that of hearing is 20-20000 Hz). 
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Figure 2: The individual identification scores and percentage median values of vibratory 
identification of environmental sounds processed by five different algorithms and tested by 
five subjects 
 
As indicated in Figure 2, the median identification score for the algorithms varied between 
27% and 47% (median =40%), where Algorithm AMFM had the lowest median value and 
Algorithm TRHA(A) the highest (see also Table IV). 
 

Table IV: Ranking order of Algorithms after median value of identification scores in previous 
study [14], Exp. 1, Exp. 2, and Exp. 3. The figures were in parentheses represent the median 
value of algorithms in each experiment. 

Rank order Study [14] Exp. 1 Exp. 2 Exp. 3 

1 AMFM TRHA(A) (47%) AMMC(A) (41%) AMMC(A) (41%) 

2 TRHA AM (42%) AM (39%) AM (39%) 

3 AMMC(A) TRHA, TR1/3, AMMC, AMMC(A) (40%) TRHA (36%) TRHA (36%) 

4 AMMC TR1/3(A) (38%) AMMC (30%) AMMC (34%) 

5 AM AMFM(A) (29%) TR1/3 (23%) TR1/3 (27%) 

6 TR1/3 AMFM (27%)   

7 TRHA(A)    

8 TR1/3(A)    

9 AMFM(A)    

 
The subjects’ median identification score across algorithms varied between 27% and 47% 
(median =40%, see Figure 2, Median/subj). Subject 1 (S1) obtained the highest identification 
scores when testing Algorithm TRHA(A), S2 and S3 when testing AMMC(A), S4 when 
testing TRHA(A), and S5 when testing TRHA and AMMC(A). 
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Algorithm TR1/3 was one of the algorithms that had high identification scores in the previous 
study [14] and in Exp. 1, but the poorest results in Exp. 2 and 3. The differences between the 
identification results for the algorithm in the previous study and the pooled results of the 
current study can be explained by the fact that the bandwidth of the portable vibrator was 
considerably smaller than that of the stationary vibrator used in the previous study. The lower 
scores in Exp. 2 and 3 compared to Exp. 1 can partly be explained by the effect of the change 
in carrier frequencies to 260, 338, 440, 570, 740 and 960. The choice of frequencies was 
based on the fact that the skin has a frequency discrimination of 30%. However, the 
frequencies above 400 Hz were attenuated using the equalizing filter to the vibrator. 
Furthermore, at higher frequencies such as 740 and 960, the skin does not have good 
sensitivity and selectivity [4]. The low sensitivity combined with the band-limited output from 
the vibrator makes the high frequency components difficult to sense. 
 
Algorithm AM had high identification score in all three tests. The algorithm also had high 
identification results in a previous study [14] (see Table IV). The high score of the algorithm 
is compatible with the poor frequency discrimination and resolution of the skin. Algorithm 
AM is similar to the tactile aid MiniVib II [3], the difference being that Algorithm AM uses 
the whole spectrum of the environmental sound, whereas MiniVib II covers the frequency 
range 500-2300 Hz (it is designed for speech perception). Algorithm AM can be loaded into a 
tactile aid using a vibrator with a fixed frequency, 250 Hz. 
 
Frequency modulation of carrier frequencies by noise in addition to attenuation of frequencies 
around 250 Hz seems to have had a negative effect on identification results. Algorithm 
AMFM and AMFM(A) had the highest results in the previous study [14], but the lowest in the 
present study (see Table IV), which can partly be explained by the use of the equalizer on the 
narrow-band vibrator, which attenuated frequencies below 500 Hz (specially around 250 Hz). 
 
Algorithm AMMC had poorer results than did Algorithm TRHA in Exp. 1. In Exp. 2 and 3, it 
had the same results as the other algorithms. This algorithm had better results in all three tests 
after adaptation to the vibratory thresholds of the skin. Algorithm AMMC is similar to the 
signal-processing method used in Tactaid VII, where the outputs from seven different filter 
bands in Tactaid VII are sent to seven different vibrators, which can be placed on different 
body sites [4, 19]. Tactaid VII was evaluated in a study by Reed and Delhorne [2] using 
profoundly deaf subjects and environmental sounds in four different environments (general 
home, kitchen, office and outdoors). The subjects’ average identification scores over all four 
settings was 65% and the subjects had received training consisting of 600 trials with correct-
answer feedback in each of the four environments and had access to a sound list containing 
the 10 sounds. The corresponding average identification score in the present study in Exp. 3 
was 36% (using Algorithm TRHA), 25% (TR1/3), 36% (AMMC) and 40% (AMMC(A)). The 
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present results are promising, because in our study the subjects were less experienced (they 
did not receive any feedback) than were subjects in the study by Reed and Delhorne [2]. The 
participants in the present study chose the answers from a list 45 sounds, where the guessing 
chance is lower than when the number of sounds is 10. One of the advantages of the tactile aid 
in present study is the use of only one vibrator (7 vibrators in Tactaid VII), which decreases 
the requirement of a power supply and is easier to fit to the body. The physical design of aids 
is one of the most important features for the individual’s choice of aid [4]. 
 
Performance in noise 
The used level of SNR (+5 dB) has obviously not affected the results negatively, as the 
algorithms had equal or higher (AMMC and TR1/3) identification scores than in Exp. 2. In 
Algorithm TRHA, the maximum magnitude frequency components are used, and adding 
white noise did not change the relationship between the magnitudes. In Algorithm TR1/3, 
AM, AMMC, and AMMC(A), the envelope is extracted by low-pass filtering at a cut-off 
frequency of 10 Hz, thereby filtering out the noise. 
In further studies, the signal-processing algorithms will be combined with the directional 
perception algorithm developed in the previous studies [12, 13], which works best when SNR 
is higher than +8. The good results in Exp. 3 show that the algorithms even work better than 
the directional perception algorithm in noise. 
 
Selection of algorithms for further application 
As described above, Algorithm TRHA, AM, AMMC and AMMC(A) gave about equally 
good results and are thus equally good candidates for implementation in a portable vibratory 
aid. They had high identification scores in tests with and without background noise and were 
easy to implement. Algorithm TR1/3, used in Exp. 1, is also a good candidate, but requires 
more advanced computer and signal-processing technology. It is difficult to choose only one 
algorithm to test in the field, because the difference between the median values for Algorithm 
TRHA, AM, AMMC and AMMC(A) was small. One possible solution could be to choose the 
algorithm for which the subject had the best identification scores in Exp. 3 (noise added), 
particularly because there are great differences in identification results between subjects. It 
would therefore seem reasonable to consider a personalized version of the system, where 
every person can use the algorithm of his/her choice. 
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Summary and Conclusion 
Five signal-processing algorithms (TRHA, TR1/3, AM, AMFM, AMMC), of which four had 
two alternatives (with and without adaption to vibratory thresholds, in total nine algorithms), 
were evaluated for tactile identification of environmental sounds in a monitoring aid for the 
deafblind. Five sensorineurally deaf or profoundly hearing impaired subjects identified 45 
environmental sounds processed by the algorithms in three experiments. In Exp. 1, where the 
sounds were preprocessed and directly presented, the identification scores varied between 
27% and 47%. Algorithm AMFM and its adapted alternative (AMFM(A)) consistently had 
the lowest scores and were thereby excluded in Exp. 2 and 3. The adapted alternatives of 
Algorithm TRHA and TR1/3 were also excluded in Exp. 2 and 3 due to technical limitations. 
In Exp. 2 and 3, the sounds were presented in an acoustic test room, without or with 
background noise (SNR=+5 dB), and processed in real time. The identification scores in Exp. 
2 varied between 23% and 41%, and in Exp. 3 the scores varied between 27% and 41%. The 
algorithms ranking order based on median value were the same in both experiments indicating 
good test reliability. Addition of the noise did not deteriorate the performance. Algorithm 
TRHA, AM, AMMC, and AMMC(A) showed good results in all three experiments and were 
selected to further testing in real environments. 
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